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To think as a feminist means trying to think connectedly about, 
e.g., the science of embryology as it may connect with sexuality; 
about human body-rhythms and their relation to natural cycles 
(the menses and the lunar month, the connections between woman, 
darkness, sleep, and death in the.male unconscious; the connec
tions of these with male attitudes and political decisions af
fecting women; the connections af these with male attitudes and 
political decisions affecting women); about the uses and criteria 
of psychology with the political and social order). It is easy to 
say that we cannot ever know what is truly male or truly female. 
There is much we can know. We do know that these principles have 
been split apart and set in antagonism within each of us by a 

·male-dominated intellectual and political heritage. That is at 
least a starting point (Adrienne Rich 1975: 101). 
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PREFACE 

The 1960s and 70s witness a spate of social movements and 

local struggles (e.g. of \Tomen, gays, and ecologists). These 

provided an important social matrix for the rise of a postmodern 

social discourse. There was a shift of leftist politics from the 

politics of labour to the new social movements. The centrality 

that Marxism accorded to class politics had rendered gender, 

racial, sexual and ecological struggles marginal and secondary. 

The plurality of these local movements focused on their own local 

or particular struggles to build autonomous communities, to 

evolve their own language of social analysis, and to forge their 

own opposition politics. 

I have begun with the concerns that developed in the social 

science discourse following the rise of the new social movements' 

and local struggles, among many others, that of women, gays, 

ecology, ethnic. My main concern relates to the state of the 

environment today the cause of which I, on the basis of my argu

ments in the thesis, attribute to the present process of develop

ment. I have attempted to survey the critiques of the existing 

pattern of development--ecological critiques, feminist critiques, 

and more specifically, an eeo-feminist critique. I intend to 

restrict my thesis to women's ecological struggles. More specifi

cally, I intend to look at. it with a feminist perspective for 

which one needs to use the ecofeminist approach. My contention is 

that the ecofeminist perspective is not adequately developed to 

provide an alternative approach. It has to be corroborated with 

many other insights as discussed in the final chapter. 

In the first chapter, I have dealt with the parallel devel

opments in Feminist Studies, and ecological studies which have 

emerged as a result of the continuous degradation of the environ

ment. What I propose to do here is to arrive at the concept of 

eco-feminism by way of its critique of present ecological dis

courses, and modification of existing feminist. thought. I shall 



begin with a survey of the ecology movement and then go on to the 

developments in feminist studies. Following this I attempt to 

bring in the common concerns of both discourses in the concept of 

eco-feminism. 

In the next chapter, I intend to deal with the concept of 

eco-feminism, its emergence as a theoretical paradigm, ecofemi

nism and the intersection of feminism and ecology. Next, I intend 

to survey the concept of development--as seen by the west, as 

interpreted by concerned native authors, and the effects of 

development on poor, rural and tribal women, with examples. 

Examples of women resisting the forces of ecological decline have 

also been taken up. 

Chapter four deals with the critique of the Eco-feminist 

thought, and its potential in directing future research. My own 

stand is that, possibly, one needs to blend the 'modes of re

source use' model forwarded by Gadgil and Guha (1992) with the 

insights provided by Eco-feminism. What exactly are these in

sights that may help in the evolution of gender history in terms 

of the categories identified by Guha and Gadgil have to be worked 

out. Without understanding the foundation and the functioning of 

the asymmetric relationship between men and women historically' 

it is not. possible to overcome alienation of women and men from 

resource allocation. 

This is a modest account of my research interest on 'ecofem

inism'. Based on this dissertation's alternative queries, I 

intend to pursue my doctoral degree in a field enquir 



CHAPTER I: ft BRIEF SURVEY OF THE ECOLOGICAL MOVEMENTS AND 

FEMINIST STUDIES 

In this chapter, I intend to discuss briefly the common 

concerns regarding science, the 'development' process , and the 

rights of the future generations which have emerged in the eco-~ 

logical studies, and in women's studies. Following this is a 

discussion on the developments in both disciplines which seem to 

converge in the concept of ecofeminism. 

To begin with, I would like to mention that the two great 

intellectual traditions of sociology-- those associated ~ith Karl 

Marx and Max Weber-- have remained unconcerned with the natural 

world (Guha 1994: 1121), and with the problem of gender as vJell. {%s 

a consequence of this neglect, the subject of 'Environmental 

Sociology' developed recently in response to the environmental 

movements. On the other hand, Women's Studies have emerged as a 

reflection of the various womer1's local movements. The anti-

nuclear and peace movements question the very rationality of the 

'development' process which leads to environmental degradation, 

destruction of livelihood systems of those based on nature di-

rectly for daily sustenance, s~rious health problems, 

creasing the burden of work of women. 

A GENERAL PICTURE 

and in-

In recent times, the concern for the state of our environ

ment has increased considerably. The depleting natural resources, 

uncontrollable pollution, and the hazardous effects of industri

alisation have placed the problem of ecology in the agenda of 

social sciences, and that of the political groups for mobilisa-



tion. Ecology emerges as an issue in this context. What is man 

doing to nature, and to the ecological balance in the name of 

'development' became a central issue of research. Three develop-

ments, viz. the relationship between man and nature, the- effects 

of development, and the rights of future generations, as dis-

cussed below, followed this concern. 

A. Nan-Natt.lre Relationship 

Scholars have pointed out that the man- nature relationship 

used to be harmonious and interdependent in past societies. It 

was harmonious because man venerated nature, and the use of 

nature was need-based. Nature and natural resources were not 

e>:hausted or e>:ploi ted beyond a point t;eyenti-.:;1--PQ.i+i-:1:. v1hich vJa;; 

defined by the needs of man. Nature was given time and space to 

regenerate itself as can be seen in the practice of jhum or 

shifting cultivation which was/is prevalent in most traditional 

societiesl 

Over time, with the achievements of science and technology 

in the industrial west, man's dependence on nature was seen to 

have diminished. Nature was progressively marginalised when 

people (at least some people) overcame the environmental con-

straints presented by distance, climate, and other such natural 

constraints (what was previously considered as a 
"') 

1 imitation)·'-. 

Scholars of the New-Left school (Frankfurt school) attribute this 

l.Shifting cultivation is characterised by community ownersn1p, equitable 
distribution of resources, maintaining the environmental balance, and of being 
a women's economy. For further details, see John Deeny and Walter Fernandes 
"Tribals: Their Dependence on Forests, Their Traditions and Management Sys
tems", in Walter Fernandes ed. National Development and Tribal Deprivation, 
New Delhi: Indian Social Institute, pp. 49-75. · 

2.See Stuart Mill, David Held and Tony Mc-Grew (eds). Jrfode:rnity Bnd its Fu
tures, Cambridge: Polity Press, 1992. 



state of affairs to the Enlightenment era-- a period when man is 

supposed to have attained enlightened knowledge based on reason 

and a scientific temper. Further, the New Left scholars contend 

that whereas the Greeks did not sharply distinguish between 

mind/subjectivity and the world of objects, for the Enlightenment 

thinkers, there was a radical disjuncture between subjectivity 

and nature. The roots of the change in man's perception of nature 

is traced to the Enlightenment era. 

The Enlightenment period coincides with modern industrial 

development, colonial explorations of newly discovered territo-

ries, scientific discoveries, and technological inventions. One 

finds a need to delve into the studies of science and technology 

because human progress is measured by the developments in science 

and technology. It is necessary to trace the ecological crisis to 

the Enlightenment period because the environmental deterioration 

heightened during this time. It was in the Enlightenment period 

that unparalled progress in science and technology _occurred, 

thereby, affecting man-nature relationship! In the field of the 

social sciences, Locke's concept of private property, and finally 

the Utilitarian ethics conceived of nature ac an object/matter 

having value only and only if it had utility-value for humans. 

Developments in the above-mentioned fields coloured man's concep-

tion of nature, and shaped his world-view. 

The Enlightenment thinkers conceptualised nature as neutral, 

disenchanted, and indiscriminately appropriated. Nature is con-

ceived to be pure matter, or the sphere of objects, structured 

·· t l~b·~ ~~,d CPpable of being known through a mathemati-
accoro~ng o ~···- ~··· ~· 

l.The relationship between man and nature is mediated by science and technolo
~. 



cally formulated universal science. In itself nature has no 

value. Further, matter was conceived to be insignificant and, 

therefore, it could be altered and manipulated. Nature is also 

unfathomable, unwieldy and uncontrollable. Therefore, the goal of 

the Enlightenment scholars, on the one hand, was to learn from 

nature itself the technique to use it and, correspondingly domi-

nate it through scientific technology. On the other hand, this 

understanding provided them with the ration.ale to dominate and 

control people (the underdeveloped, marginalised peoples, and 

1-'Jomen) embodied 'nature' in them. The embodiment of 'nature' in 

humankind implied the state of 'underdevelopment', 's9vagery' , 

'ignorance· , and thereby in need of 'development', 'civilisa-

tion', and 'knowledge'. The latter categories were the domain of 

the enlightened scholars-- western, white men who carried what 

was later termed as the 'whit~ man's burden'. It was the task of 

man to spread the knowledge of scientific rationality. 

Such an understanding as mentioned above was also heightened 

by the Protestant ethic which valued the profit motive1 • Thus, 

the relationship of man and nature was interpreted as that of 

subject and object, respectively-- subject (man) acting upon the 

object (nature). Man as 'active', and nature as 'passive: matter 

to be acted upon. 

Thus, the epistemic defense of science as necessary to safe-

guard reason and a good society was shaken. Dominant science and 

technology had no answers to this ecological degradation. 

l.For a comprehension on the Protestant ethic see Anthony Giddens, C~italism 
and Hodern Social Theory, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 



8. The Effects of Development 

The present path of development with its cultural carol-

laries of accumulation of new knowledge, extensive use and con-

trol of natural resources, advancement of men's technical capa-

bilities and an increase in material richness has also brought 

humankind to the brink of an ecological and cultural crisis. The 

effects of the present process of development, it has been no-

ticed, has unleashed a series of interlinked problems-- growing 

impoverishment and inequality, food insecurity and famine, finan-

cial and monetary instability, population pressures, and environ-

mental problems consequently (Slatter and Murray 1985: 1) 1 . It • 
has resulted in a process of violence and domination, and ''bound-

less exploitation and unbalanced growth, spearheaded by a small 

part of mankind at the detriment of a large majority'' (Dias 1992: 

1 ) 0 

Contemporary development pattern believes that commodity 

production will improve the b~sic needs of people. However, the 

expansion of cash-cropping and production for export did not 

accompany the 'trickle-down' of benefits to the poor as expected 

by development thinkers. On the contrary, it has led to water 

pollution, soil erosion, destruction of firewood resources, and a 

loss of genetic diversity of plant. and animal stocks" (l'lomsen 

1991 : 93-94) 0 

The demands to keep up with hi-tech industrialisation and a 

high rate of economic growth (measures of developn1ent) have only 

led to an ''environment catastrophe, over-all cultural disruption, 

1. See Claire Slatter and Sally Murray, "Development, Crisis and Alternative 
Visions: Third World WOJ.nen 's Perspectives," Development Alternatives with 
Wamen in a New Era, New Delhi: Institute of Social Studies Trust, 1985. 

7 



ethical confusion, unequal concentration of wealth and over-

consumptive practices, leading to squandering of the sca~ce re-

sources of the earth and to increase of the gr-el'mhous-e effect" 

(Dias 1992~ 1). 

The general environment crisis caused by the overuse of 

agricultural and forest resources as a consequence of modernisa-

tion and intensification of agriculture and animal raising, 

decreased access to land, impoverishment, growing industrial and 

urban fuel and timber demands on rural resources, and local 

population imbal~nces due to refugee camps and new settlements 

have all led to a rural fuel crisis (Cecelski 1984: xi). 

Since the World Forestry Conference in 1978, the concept of 

social forestry 1 has been taken up seriously by national govern-

ments to counteract the pressure on forests. However, it has 

provided incentive to farmers to opt for cash crops. For example, 

it has made farmers switch land from food production to planta-

tion of eucalyptus trees. These trees provide neither food, 

fodder nor fuel to communities directly depended on land. On the 

other hand, these are used by the industrial textile and paper 

mills (Ceceiski 1984: 70). Similarly, in Peru, pine and eucalyp-

tus are planted in the name of social forestry, for use in pulp 

and paper, and mining industries.· 

The UN World Commission of Environment and Development in 

its report "Our Common Future" ~,tatt'?S that-- Ecolo;Jy and economy 

are becoming ever more interwoven-- locally, regionally, nation-

1. To have a understanding of social forestry read Sandhya Venka.teswaran, 
"Living on the Edge: Women, Environment and Development", New Delhi: Friedrich 
Ebert Stiftung, 1992, pp.67-75; Vandana Shiva, H.C. Sharatchandra and J. 
Bandyopadhyay, The Challenge o:f Social Forestry, in Walter Fernandes and 
Sharad Kulkarni (eels). Towards a New Forest Policy: People's Rights and Envi
ronmental Needs, New Delhi: Indian Social Institute, 1983, pp.48-72. 



ally, and globally-- into a seamless net of causes and 

effects .•. Debts that they cannot pay force African nations rely

ing on commodity s_ales to over·use their fragile soils, thus 

turning land to desert," (Kennedy 199Ql: 14). To counteract this 

the report advocates "progress within the guidelines of human 

needs and natural laws," (ibid). 

There has arisen the redefinition of the concept of 'devel

opment'. Does 'development' necessarily have to lead to ecologi

cal destruction; 'development' at what cost; and the parameters 

of the development process have become debatable issues present

ly. 

This has also set on a series of debate on the concept of 

ecology and its use. Philosophy became concerned with the ques

tion of moral duties related to environmentally sensitive deci

sions to set out the various interests which are at stake; and 

adjudicate ~etween them. It was to concern itself with what was 

considered as the broadest of all problems: that is the quality 

of the natural world on which we depend for our existenc~ but 

threaten by our activities (Almond arid Hill 199Ql: 2). This has 

set in motion a new perspective of looking into ecology-- the 

school of 'deep ecology'. Deep ecology treats environment as a 

living entity. Later in the chapter a description of the concept 

is diSCL\SSed. 

C. The Rights Of Future Generations 

One speaks of the paradigms of liberty and free-will that 

have opened up for the future generations following the develop

ment and spread of science, 'development', and knowledge. And yet 

a closer look into these paradigms reflects the very shallowness 



of these claims. It is shallow because the environment we are 

leavir1g.behind for the coming generations is not conducive to any 

growth-- life or otherwise. 

Yet another study (Butcher and Page 1984) records the ef-

fects of environmental hazards leading to health problems. Table 

1.1 reflects the reproductive ailments because of environmental 

chemicals. 

TABLE 1.1: Examples of Environmental Agents That Affect Reproduc 
tion in the Female 

CHEMICAL 

METALS 
Lead 
Mercury 

Cadmium 
Selenium 

PESTICIDES HERBICIDES, 
ORGANIC SOLVENTS ETC. 
Dioxanes 
Polycholorinated 
biphenyls 
Pesticides 

Herbicides 
(2,4-D & 4,5-T) 

GASES 
Carbon monoxide 
Ozone 
Anaesthetics 

RADIATION 
X-ray, gamma ray 

DRUGS 
Thalidomide 
Diethylstillbestrol 
Alcohol 

KNOWN EFFECT ON REPRODUCTIVE FUNC
TIONS 

Abortion, mental deficiencies 
Abortion, menstrual disorders, 
birth defects 
Retarted foetal growth 
Abortion 

Abortion, birth defects, stillbirth 

Retarded growth, natural depression 
Birth defects, mutation, neural 
alterations, ovarian dysfunction, 
abortion 

Stillbirth, birth defects, menstru
al dysfunction, anemia 

Foetal death, brain damage 
Abortion, birth defects 
Infertility, birth defects 

Mutations, microencephally, mental 

Birth defects 
Vaginal adenocarcinoma in offspring 

Neutral deficiencies, growth retar
dation 

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Sources: Butcher (RL) and Page (RD). Introductory Remarks: Envi
ronmental and Endogerious Hazards to the Female Reproductive 
System. Environment~! Health Perspectives: 1981; 3517 in (GOI, 
1984), in Venkateswaran: 1992: 145. 
----------------------------------------------------------------

Dr. Rosalie Bertell (1990: 18) writes that our unconscious 



is based on a false premise. Because one is creating ''a next 

generation that is physically less able to cope with hazardous 

material than their parents were''. Ecological degradation in-

creases what is called 'genetic damage' as a result of radiation. 

Radiation causes damage to living cells, induces the waste of 

precious resources like the DNA in the human body leading to. the 

birth of deformed babies, and increases the possibility of can-

cer, among other diseases 1 . 

In the village of Jaduguda in Singhbhum district of Bihar, 

the indigenous tribal population of the area is facing ~xtinction 

due to the effects of radiation from the 'tailing pond' of the 

Uranium Corporation of India Ltd. (UCIL). The ponds have been . 
polluted with the radioactive wastes of UCIL, as well as from 

those brought from other such plants situated near · dt~Vt? 1 oped' 

cities like Calcutta and Hyder·abad where the objection of the 

r' peop 1 e is taken ir...-t.o account ( An.n~par·amp.i.l .19':r:;;: 33····47) -'··. 

At the same time, within the parameters of Women's studies, 

enquiries, debates and discussions on the same issues-- of 

man/woman-nature relationship, the effects of the · de··.1e 1 opmen t · 

process on women, and the subsequent effects of these on women's 

biology (which has implications for the future generations) had 
. 

begun. These enquiries began with Women's demand for equality and 

l.For details please refer to Dr. I~osalie Bertell, 'No immediate danger? 
Prosnosis for a radioactive earth', in Trine Lyngsard and Mette Moberg (eds.) 
Women and Sustainable DevelopJDMt: A Report, Oslo: Centre for Information on 
Women and Development, May 1, 1990, pp.18-21. 

2.For details of the case study see Matthew Areeparampil, 'The Impact of 
Uranium Mining and Processing on the Indigenous People of Singhbhum District 
in Chotanagpur·, Walter Fernandes (ed. ), The Indigenous Question: Search For 
An Indigenous Identity, Nel-l Delhi: Indian Social Institute, pp.33-47. 

l.l 



equal r·i.ght.s for· women .in soc:int.y. Over timf.? the• role of patriar ..... 

c:hy (male domination) in p~rpetuating an unequal society vH:Is 

analysed and studied. The claim of feminists is that at the base 

of all inequalities lies the domination of women by men. 

There is a strong belief that science (as it is) ic a patri-

arc hal social practice that is part of the strategy of groups 

struggling (through the instruments of State power and ideology, 

threat of physical violence, among others) to impose and legiti-

mise their conflicting interests. This belief was strengthened by 

21 re-vision of the Enlightenment period. In addition to the 

discussion on the Enlightenment done above, a review of litera-

tur·e (Merchant 1980) of the period from a feminist perspective 

reveals that the enlightened men conceived of women as embodying 

nature in them. Thereby, women were natural, irrational, and 

lesser privileged and therefore needed to be controlled. 

Prior to the idea of 'control' of nature and women prevailed 

the idea of nature/and women as mother and life-giving. Ho11-~ever, 

to the massiva developments in Sc1ence and t .. echnology, 

the desire to 'tame' nature for maximum use and 'profit' 

And one notices a simultaneous public killings of women healers 

and mid-wives on the accusational pretext of their being witches. 

Merchant 1980~ Shiva 1988 note that the violence against women by 

men arose because of the fear of women's capacities to produce 

and sustain life followed by a death of the 'feminine' ·principle 

in nH::n 1 . 

Secc.md 1 y, the concept of womanhood as based in the female 

biology came under scrutiny. The feminists attack the scientific 

l.A detailed discussion on the 'feminine· principle is done later in the 
thesis, more specifically in chapter 2. 

1 '") .... 



and medicel disciplinms foF constructing conc~pts of womanhood 

th~t dismmpower women with thuir normative and behavioural direc-

tives (that women belong to the weaker sex~ and therefore there 

are ways and means in which they ought to behave for their own 

good and safety to avoid being physically assaulted for· 

:instance) . Documentation of androcentric biases, values, and 

interests of science by feminist critics (see Merchant 1980, 

Keller 1985~ Harding 1986, Bandyopadhyay and Shiva 1986, Mies 

1986, Mies and Shiva 1993, Agarwal 1988, Shiva 1988) has led to a 

debate over the concept of a universal science as well. 

Science is becoming relativized by the evolution of alterna-

tive social discourses. For example, most feminist writings 

(Adrienne Rich 1977; Susan Griffin 1978; Kate Millet 1969) sug-

oest a "non-scientific" mode of social analysis that frequently 

combines autobiographical, libert.y, society-scientific, and 

journalistic styles (Siedman and Wagner 1992: 49-54). 

The second area of research is that of women in · deve 1 op-·-

ment · . Thf."'l pn?sent pattern of · develclpment · seems to hc:tve ignored 

the fact that women and men are differently <..-'lf·fected by any 

process of development activity. The gendered needs have to be 

taken into account. One notices that women are the worst victims 

of the present 'development' process1 . 

The third concerning the rights of future generations to a 

healthy environment depends on a large extent on the health of 

the women who reproduce them~ and on the environment in which one 

is bern into and lives in. In present times, the health of women, 

and that of the environment has been adversely affected by the 

l.Chapter 3 deals with this aspect extensively. 

1.3 



d&v~loptnunt pro~es~ itself a~ well as by the developmant5 in the 

fields of techr1ology and 5Cience. Fer instance, the affects of 

the gas leakage in Bhopal in 1984~ were tremendous on the general 

health of'women, and their reproductive roles. The environment of 

the region has been affected very badly as well. Table re-

fleets the foetus death rate following the tragic gas leakage of 

the multinational Union Carbide Corporation. 

TABLE 1.2: Foetal Death Ratio Following the 1984 Bhopal Gas 
Leakage Tragedy 

No. of deliveries 
No. of spontaneous abortions 
No. of still births 
Total no. of conceptions 
Foetal Death Ratio 

Before gas leak 

255 
24 

1 
280 
8.6. 

After gas leak 

115 
13 

381 
31.33 

Source: MFC, not dated, cited ir1 Venkateswaran 1992: 146. 

Thus one notices that both the roles of women-- as life 

producers and life sustainers-- are adversely affected by the 

developments in science and technology. The increasing birth of 

deformed babies, brain mutiliation, and the resultant handicap 

which women face in their roles of family food providers has 

negative implications for the future generations. 

ECOLOGICAL STUDIES 

The concern for ecology emerged in two waves-- concentrated 

upon conservation practices, and on policy prescriptives. Envi-

ronmental studies have focussed upon aspects of ecological im-

provement, and effici~nt re•curce use. The fact that natural 

resources are limited and exhaustive has led to this concern. One 

notices the gradual internal differentiation within various 

ecological perspectives that tcave emerged over the years. 

The Environmentalists have been concerned with evolving ways 

14 



c.md mo<.<.ns with which to l:lm.i.t the LISt-;? o·f n.:d:ur-.::~1 

HoviF~vf.-H-, onE· obser-\1es th.:1t t.IH?!i'>t? c~ffor-ts an::;• r·£'?Etr.i.c:t.:::c:l to ~.;:.tate 

bou1~~aries and policies .. For instance, to l"'eouce the quantity of 

waste disposal in their c:our1tr·ies, the West has r-esorted to the 

the 

tion--and the consequent rise in the demands and pressure on 

r-.atur-e--in the third world countries. This school of thought 

lreats nature as a commodity, and is biased against the 'develop-

ing countries. It tends to forget that the ecological crisis 

began in the industrialised West. And the solutions which it will 

give will be trapped in the same paradigm of thought. It attempts 

to locate answers in the very paradigm of development studies 

which has helped foster the present ecological crisis. Fur .. ther, 

"without a vJhole new orientatic)n to sciti?nce <::tnd technology" 

(Heredia 1991: 492), the creation of a new ecologically oriented 

science, as envisaged by them is not possible. 

Many claim that in a science -based world men need not 

foster manipulative and exploitative attitudes to the natural 

wor·ld 1990: 45-50). This growing ecological sr-£-nsi bi l i ty 

has, however, brought the links between certain forms of modern-

.ism and technological modernisation along with its dominant 

gender/ race/ class/ caste underpinnings under critical scrutiny. 

These ecological concerns have found a place in the agenda 

of political groups for the mobilisation of peoples against the 

destruction of the environment. One such group is that of the.~ 

Greens in Germany. 

TH£ GREENS 

·rhe Greens movement in Germany emerged as the political 



voice of the different movements---ecology, ant.i-·-nuc lt::ar·-power· ~ 

peace, feminist, and 6thers. Different wings have come up 1n the 

party. The Eco-Greens focus an the use of renewable-resource 

cot.echnologies, and an: against pollution~ the dumping of to>: ic 

wastes, etc. The peace-movement Greens are concerned with net-

working with all peace activists. The radical-left~ or Marxist-

• 
oriented~ Greens are former members of communist groups. Thf.? 

holisitic Greens are concerned with the evolution of a new socie-

They 

call for a "sensible~ pt)stpatr·iar·chal ways of . ... t . .1.n 1:.c1rac :.-l.ng ~lit. h 

nature, individuals, 

Spretnak 1984: 4) • The other concerns are decentralisation, 

postpatriarchal perspectives, and spirituality which are further 

1 inked by the pr inC: ipl e that 11 a 11 thing~•,···-·abstri::IC t t?md C:OnC: retE:' 

and pol.i.tical, t')r t::c:onc)m:i.c, Ol'" ~~f.)C:.ic:ll"·····ic'lrt=: .i.n proces£>'' 

(ibid: ~·6). 

The Federal program of the Greens refers to environmental 

protection pr·imc.u·ily. It states: "We d€dirH'! f.?t:c)logical pol it. i c ~=. 

as those measures that understand human beings and our environ-

ment as being part of nature. Human life, too, is embedded ir1 the 

life cycles of the ecosystems; we interfere with our actions and 

this in turn, acts back on us. We must not destroy the stability 

of the ecosystems. In particular~ ecological politics presents an 

all encompassing rej ec t.im1 of <:~n eccmomy of t::>: p 1 o.i t<at.ion and 

pludering of natural resources and raw materials, as well as the 

dE"~structive inter\lenticm into the cycl~::~:. ot natl.ure's household" 

(Capra and Spretnak 1984: 33). 

Ecology, for the Greens, is understood in the context of the 

concept of "deep ecolo~n·". Deep ecology advocates r~ ~~eb of inter-

,~elated relat.ion~~hip bt:?twet?n nature and humans, and is against. 
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the setting up of t·•.iE?I'"iilrt:hit~s;···--·"Graen politics must e>:p(JSe thE• 

Grunen, 1982, quoted in Capra ~nd Spretnak 1984: 32). 

In continuation with this line of a thinking, the Feminists, 

in the Greens movement, assert that women's rights are essential 

to the goal of a non-exploitative society. And since the connec-

tion between ecology and the women's movement is a relatively new 

idea it is not "widely understood outside the Green party and the 

feminist movement. As Petra Kelly related: I am shocked when 

people say to me, 'Feminism has nothing to do with ecology. What 

are you talking about?' To me feminism is ecology and ecology is 

i'eminism. It· s c\ holistic way of looking at thing~:;" (Capra and 

Spretnak 1984: 52-53). We will come back to the critique of deep 

ecology by the eco-feminists in the next chapter. 

Not only political groups but local movements reflecting 

environmental issues have emerged in most third world countries. 

The Chipko1 movement is often quoted as an instance of this 

or·der. It is a case of resistance of local peasants and, more 

!::>pec:ific.:'illly, by women, against tht;."'l en:ploit.ation of. forests by 

..., 
timber contractors. The AppikoL movement in Karnataka, the case 

of the anti-Narmada dam agitators, among many others exemplify 

l.ChiPko as a women's movement has been discussed extensively by scholars-
VFmdana Shiva, Staying Alive: Women, EcololtY and Survival in India, New Delhi: 
Kali for Women, 1988j Bina Agarwal. "The Gender and Environment Debate: Les
sons from India," Feminist Studies, vol.18, no.l, pp.119-158j S. Jain. "Women 
and People's Ecological Movements: A Case Study of Women's Role in the ChiPY~ 
Movement in Uttar Pradesh," Economic and Political Weekly, 13 Octob~r. pp. 
1788-1794. A differnt perspective has been added by Ramactmndra Guha who 
treats Chipko as a peasants' movement. See R. Guha, The Unquiet Wocds: Ecolog
ical Change and Peasant Resistance in the Himalaya," New Delhi: Oxford Univer
sity Press, and Berkeley: University of California Press. 

2.See the CSE report The State of India's Environment 1884-85: A citizen's 
Report, " New Delhi: Ce.ntre For Sc:ieno(-t and Environment, 1885. 
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the rebP-1 against ecological degradation. People have become 

the need to respond to the environment in which they 

live, sustain their lives and earn a livelihood. 

The philosophical underpinnings of the Greens is based on 

the eco-phi 1 osophy of De·ep F.<.:(.')l OQ'l· 

DEEP ECOLOGY 

The term 'deep ecology' was coined by Arne Nae~s, a Norwei-

gan philosopher. D•ep ecology considers the environmentalists as 

promoting "shallow ecology" br::.•caLlSf.? it tr£~at~:> n.:·:1tun?.! .::1s .:~ given. 

"Sh.::\llow ecolocJy" concentrates upon resource conservation and 

anti-pollution environmentalism. Deep ecologists maintain that 

these forms of environmentalism are anthropocentric in motiva-

tion, i.e. to the extent that they advocate resource conservation 

and pollution control in the interests of human well-being. In so 

doing, nature is treated as a mere means to human well-being 

which is similar to something like giving admonitions on the 

lines of-- treat your slave kindly lest she/he be less productive 

or turn murderous. 

In contradistinction, deep ecology views non-sentient nature 

as having value~ independent of human or animal consciousness. It 

argues for a change in human perspective involving harmony with 

nature. "Deep Ecology .is a phil.osophict.'\1 activi·ty, an inquiry, 

and also a social movement that aims to reopen the conversation 

with nature and between communities of beings that has largely 

been interrupted by certain developments in modern 

society'' (Drengson 1990: 52) 1 . At another level it also argues 

l.Deep Ecology has been extensively discussed and critiqued upon ir1 part I of 
Brenda Almond and Donald Hill, Applied Philosophy: Horals and Metaphysics in 
l~JtemporaryDebate, London: Routledge, 1990, pp. 9-55. Also refer to Ariel K . 
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western cultures. The argument here is that non- alienated origi-

nal populat.ions had succeeded in creating an "equilibrium" with 

t.he environment. As Ain:1ksinen (1990: :;.\(2)) states , "One's range 

of its planning and success, depend(ed) upon on~:~' s 

relation to natural forces''. Further, he explains the notion of 

equilibrium with an example: 

In Finland, if the hunter uses only a bow and arrow or a 

very primitive gun~ he can kill moose mainly in special 

weather conditions. When firm snow carries the hunter or 

skies but prevents the mooses' running away. there is an 

equilibrium between man and moose and it is determined by 

the regularity of the weather and the low level of technolo-

gy. the hunter is not able to kill moose too frequently. 

Nowadays one is able to exterminate moose by helicopters and 

machine guns. The natural equilibrium is replaced by hunting 

laws, (ibid). 

Other issues have become linked to that of the ecology. 

Broadly, these concerns have been that of justice, social equali-

ty, and the need to have a fair distributional mechanism. These 

issues have be£~n covered under the br<:>ad c:a tegor-y o·f Social 

l.?CO.'iogy. 

SOCIAL £CDLOG~' 

Prior to the concept of an ecological infrastructure of 

human society, traditional social sciences shared the assumption 

Salleh, "Deeper Than Deep Ecology: The Eco-Fem.inist Connection, "Environmental 
Ethics 16, Winter 1984, pp, 339-45; Mchael E. Zimmerman, "Feminism, Deep 
EcolosY, and Environmental Ethics," Environmental Ethics 8, Spring 1987, pp. 
21-44; Jim Cheney, "Ecofeminism and Deep Ecology," environmental Ethics 8, 
Sunmer 1987. pp. 115-45; Helen E. Longjno, "Can There Be A Feminist Science?," 
Environmental Ethics 3, Winter 1981, pp. 365-69. 
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thi':\t" social facts can only be explained by other social facts" 

(Guha 1994: 4). However, an ecological perspective has broadened 

the horizons of the social sciences-- ''fhe ecological infrastruc-

ture powerfully conditions the evolution and direction of human 

economic life~ political relations, social structure, and ideolo-

gy. At the same time, human intervention 

natural environment in its l"'lWn :i.mage,"(ibid: Further·, an 

environmentally oriented sociology, or social ecology, 

study of the reciprocal relations between the ecological 

structure (soil, water, forests etc.) on the one hand, 

is the 

infra--

c:1nd the 

economy (forces and relations of production, trade), the social 

structure (family~ kinship, caste and community), the polity 

(relations of power, law, and the state), and culture (the arts, 

rel :i.gion, ideology)," (ibid). 

Socia 1 eco 1 ogy, then, re:~st.s on the awarl?.ness cd the .i.nter·de·· 

pendence of the biophysical and socio-cultural domains. "Soc:ial 

(·?cology does not have a thoc:>r··et.ical tlriente:\tion but. a pr-oblem 

fOCL\S, albeit with important theoretical and methodological 

implicat.:i.ons" (ibid: 7). 

Social Ecology attempts to emphasize the embeddedness of 

human consciousness in nature, a radical critique of h i.I:?Y" ;,:~ I'"C hy 

and domination in society, and the historical Lmity of ecological 

and social concerns. It views the ecological crisis as essential

ly a socio-political one, and, therefore, demanding a correspond-

ing structural-cultural response. It seeks to substitute hierar-

chic:al domination of all kinds with participatory forms of a 

"humanity-in-natun? .•. (wh~:ne) freedom would no longer be placed 

in opposition to nature, individuality to social 

(Bookchin 1982: 318). 
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Over time a combination of these philosophical ,~nd soc i<:1l 

philosophical concern of Ecofeminism. Ecofeminism absorbed some 

aspects of ecological concerns with issues raised within femi-

nism/ women's studies. As we have already dealt with issues of 

environment~ we shall move into the domain of feminist studies. 

WOMEN"S STUDIES 

Feminists claim that of the three movements, viz. ecology, 

soc: ial, and women's movement, the women's movement is holistic. 

limits to human action upon nature, that nature strikes back 

bec:aus~ it is not limitless, mand because humans are also limited 

and part of nature. They criticize the exploitative character of 

the development of the produ~tive forces and the reduction of 

nature to mere matter to be tiominated ;:~nd e>:ploitecJ" (Mi.E?s, 

Bennholdt-Thomsen and Werlof 1988: 3-5) 1 • This belief rests on 

the assumption that the primary form of exploitation is that of 

women by men, and once this grievance is addressed, all other-

forms of exploitation-- social inequity and ecological destruc-

tion-- will be simultaneously dealt with. 

Traditional Women's studies' have concentrated upon the 

concept of the 'division of labour' which has been based on 

biological difference between the sexes. This school of thought 

is that of the f-?ad ica 1 Feminists. Since b.i.o 1 og .ica 1 ac t.i vi ties are 

women and men must 'naturally' have separate social 

roles and functions. The natural corollary that follows this is 

·thc.~t WD/lll'?n should bF.lC:CHIH~ mot.hen::> and tht:.d.r· chi.E:;of task be child 

l.The book deals with the subject of exploitation of 
ers by the Capitalist world. _ .. ,... , D I ~5 , 

-~ "' ~.s, (rb 511 _. 
/ 0i· ~~~ ~ 

'l -~ al :n / 
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rearing, nurturing and caring. Correspondingly, ~ince men have 

greater physical strength th~y become hunters, providers and 

protectors. For Aristotle, the female was the 'mutiliated male', 

and inferior to men not only in biology but also in her capaci-

ties, her reasoning abilities, and in decision-making as 

well--''the courage of man im shown in commanding, of a woman in 

obeying" (Bhasin 1993: 21). 

Their contention is that gender differences can 6e explained 

by the fact of men's control over women's reproductive capacity 

or sexuality. It is also related to the fact that men have the 

ability to rape women (Brownmiller 1976). Men's biology and men's 

psychology have also been explored. Radical feminism is critiqued , 

for accepting biology as a determined factor which eludes the 

factor of change in women-men relations. Further, men's domina

tion of women cannot be justi·fied on the base of different bio

logical functions. Patriarchy is man-made and not biological. 

The tracing of women's subordination to biology is unaccept

able to Socialist feminists. ''This covert or overt biological 

determinism, paraphrased in Frued's statement that anatomy is 

destiny, is perhaps the most deep-rooted obstacle for the analy-

sis of the causes of women's oppression and exploitation ... '' 

(Mies 1988: 68). 

SOCIALIST FEMINISTS 

Rejecting the theory of biological determinism as the base 

of hierarchical relationship in society, Socialist feminism at

tempts to locate sexual inequality and asymmetry in social and 

material foundations. Socialist feminism accepts the basic prin

ciples of Marxism, but feels that it has neglected the role of 

patriarchy in maintaining and perpetuating an uneqal society, and 
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the S\..tbs;equent SLtbor"din;;"\t.ion f.)f vJomen by men. Women's subordina-

tion, and not that of the working class, is the primary or basic 
',, 

form of domination- subordination relationship. 

Socialist feminists acknowledge Engel's contribution in 

explaining the origins of patriarchy to the d~velopment of pri-

vate property and the State~ which made rigid the sexual divi-

sian of labour (SDL) in the family and in society. The SDL de-

scribes the different set of tasks, and its worth, accorded to 

women and men within households and in particular societies. But 

the emphasis on the economic factors alone is considered to be an 

inadequate explanation of the subjugation of women. The 'role of 

gender (as a social construct and as opposed to biological deter-

minism) in economic production as well as sexual and - ht1\Jseho ld 

r·eproduc tion in the daily lives of women was not taken into 

ac<:oun t. Further, the validity of applying Marxian economic 

clasi analysis to pre-modern kinship-based societies was also 

AccordinlJ to Socialist feminists the relationship between 

patriarchy and the economic system is mediated by the relations 

c:d production iitnd the relations; of reproduction v1hich are impor-

tant analytical tools in thm study of patriarchy. They identify 

three kinds of reproduction--- biological reproduction, reproduc-

tion of labour power, and social reproduction (or the reproduc-

tion of production relations within a given society). These are 

nec:es-,sary for any total comprehension of the base of inequality 

in socit?ty. F'atr·iarchal. society has accorded men a dominant 

status which enables them to exercise power and control over 

women's ability to reproduce labour and life itself~ and it was 

first manifest in family authority relationships. And it is ex-



tended to the entire set of social arrangements which in turn 

ensures men's control and women's subordination in society. This 

asymmetric se>:ua l division of labour (SOL) as well as men's 

domination has been upheld by the State, by powerful ideological 

systems, as well as religions which have defined women as part of 

nature and thereby need to be controlled and dominated by man. 

1'1ar ia Mies in her paper " Social Origins of the Se>:ua 1 

Divisions of Labour'' (1988) points out that the establishment of 

an hierarchical and exploitative relationship between the sexes 

was the result of the development and control of destructive 

tools. Through this men controlled women, nature, and other men. 

LtJomen invented tools for production and men invented br.:.vJs and 

arrows--- destructive tools even in hunting and gathering socie-

ties. However, since it was a limited activity, its exploitative 

potential was not realised. Men's control over arms continued in 

pastoral and later in capitalist societies as well. Simultaneous-

l·' t ' women were being relegated a secondary position in society 

and in the family. Women's tasks were seen as subsidiary to men's 

lflork in the family, the community and society at l <:~rge. The 

coming in of the market economy with importance attached to the 

generation of cash reinforced women's subjugation. Her work is 

perceived · as being ce:nter·ed at. home, and men· s \fiOrk takes them 

out into the public sphere and earns them cash. 

The Socialist feminists are critical of the dominant para-

digm of development and knowledge generating system which has co-

loured the perceptions of science and technology. 

'WGNEN IN DEVELGPNENT' LITERATURE 

Since our concern is the rural woman and ecological re-

sources--the dynamics of their relationship--one needs to take a 
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look into the bodies of literabJre dealing with it. These are 

'Women in Development' writing~ and secondly, the emerging liter-

ature on the e·f fee ts of the "CClmmod .if ication of nature" (Rao 

1991: 2) 1 on v1omen. 

The former falls into two broad categories, the first 

(Boserup 1970; Yudelman 1987) of which deals with arguments 

suchas that women are suffering most because the fruits of devel-

opment did not reach them. The answer to this 'maldevelopment' is 

to "integratF.?" vmmen in development policies. The 1 imitations of 

this approach is that it tends to be ethnocentric; portrays 

deve 1 oprn£"!n t as a unilinear process---from tradition to 

modernity--thus camouflaging the historically inherent unequal 

power relatibns betw•en western and non-western societies; and 

finally,it locates women's oppression in the realm of production 

alone. 

The second (Mies 1985; Leacock 1986) refers to women's 

household work. It is influenced by Marxist and other dependency 

theories. "The large scale changes in vlomen's lives, resulting 

from capitalist development, including the erosion of traditional 

forms of authority, the dislocation of the household, loss of 

property rights, increase in work, loss of livelihood and status 

form the focus of these studies'' (ibid: 5). Problems with this 

approach have been manifold as well. Using the household as a 

unit of analysis to study women's lives has brought up some 

methodological problems. Agarwal (1988: 114) points out that in 

households classified in census documents as bsing above poverty 

l.For this section, I have referred to Brinda Rao, "Dominant Constructions of 
women and nature in social science literature," Pamphlet 2, Capitalism, Na
ture, Socialism, New York: Guildford Publications. 
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levels~ women's nutritional intake was way below the official 

poverty line. Further, it tends to assume that all women in rural 

societies are married with children~ and ignores the single women 

in society. It is also accused of treating women in the non-

western societies as homogenous as is evident in the concept of 

the "third li'Jorld vmman" (Rao 199.1: 12). 

The major theme of the emerging writings is that ''the social 

costs of ecological scarcity in non-western societies are borne 

by the poor, the lowly and the marginalized" (Rae 1991: 12). 

Women are the worst hit because of their low status in the family 

and society in general. "Modernising" of agricultur·e has led to 

women's decreasing access to and control over natural r·esources. 

i"latrilineal systems of landholding, wherever they existed, gave 

way to patrilineal relations (Agarwal 1988a). The commercialisa-

tion of forests have affected the lives of rural and tribal 

II'JOmen adversl y (Fernandes and Menon 1987; Agarwal 1986, 1988; 

Batliwala 1983; Guha 1983; Shiva 1987). Most of these studies 

have~ hoi!'Jever, been concentrated on the effects of environmental 

degradation on the lives of women rendering invisible women's 

potential for self- empowerment and social change. 

women's militancy has always been accorded an invisibility in 

scholarship writings because of patriarchal assumptions about 

gender, and the desire to perpetuate the representation of women 

as passive. 

CONCLUSION 

In mentioning these approaches to the ecological crisis, I 

am attempting to point out their inherent limitations which 

restrict them to one level, or at another level of response. 

However, their common concern is the state of the world's and, of 



local ecology. Eco-feminism attempts to address almost all thi:\1: 

regarded as common issues-- social equity, non-hier~rchical 

society, non-violence, spirituality, and postpatriarchal perspec-

tives-- in all the above-mentioned movements by seeking to re-

dress what it considers the primary form of domination-subordina-

tion relationship, that of man over woman. Since the ecological 

studies have ignored this basic fact of domination in society, it 

willbe handicapped to comprehend the domination-subordination 

relationship between the worlds of humankind and nature respec-

tively. 

women's studies without an ecological sensibility 

is inadequate to deal with the manifestations of the different 

forms of domination and hierarchy in society. Ecofem:i.nism at-· 

tempts to embrace the concerns of women and of ecology simultane
"' 

ously on grounds of victimisation of both. 

Nature and women, both, have been the victims of man's 

development activities which :i.s based on a patriarchal, western, 

and capitalist ideology. The fate of women and of nature are now 

integrally connected, and therefore, feminism and ecology need 

each other. "The rape of eat~th, in all its forms, becomes a 

metaphor for the rape of woman, in all its many guises'' (). 

Ecofeminism, it can be said, is an a~algamation of the 

different strands of feminist thought-- borrowing, ignoring or• 

rejecting from each of them. The emphasis on biology can be 

traced to the concerns of radical feminism. From socialist femi-

nism, it borrows the concerns of the effects of the 'development' 

process, specifically on women as well as the sensitivity to 

other forms of life. 
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CHAPTER 2: THE CONCEPT OF ECO-FEMINISM 

The •.term 'Eco-feminism' was coined by the French writer 

Francoise d' Eaubonne in 1974. It was meant to represent women's 

potential for bringing about an ecological revolution to enhance 

human survival on the planet. Such an ecological revolution would 

entail new gender roles/relations between women and men, and 

between humans and natur~ 1 • 

The claim is that II if we have any hope of charting a 

postmodern, post humanist, and post patriarchal transition to the 

age of ecology'' (Spretnak 1989), the immediate need is a new 

underpinning of civilisation. 

As mentioned in the last chapter, the ecofeminist perspec-

tive has been enriched by the liberal, r·adical and socialist 

schools of feminist thought which have been concerned with the 

human/nature relationship. Liberal ecoleminism is consistent v~i th 

the objectives of reform environmentalism to alter human rela-

tions with nature through the passage of new laws and regula-

tions. Radical ecofeminism e:malyses environmental problems from 

within its critique of patriarchy and offers alternatives that 

could liberate both women and nature. Socialist Pcofeminism 

grounds its analysis in Capitalist patriarchy and advocates a 

total restructure through a socialist revolution. The domination 

of women and nature which is inherent in the market economy's use 

l.Refer Judith Plant (ed). Healing 'l'he Wounds: The PrOJDise Of EoofeminiS1!1
1 

Santa Cruz: New Society Publishers~ 1989; Irene Diamond and Gloria Orenstein 
( eds). FEwea.ving The World: The Emergence of EoofeminiS1!11 San Fransisco: 
Sierra Club Books~ 1990. 
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of both as resources can end thus1 • 

It is the belief of ecofeminism that feminism instead of 

just focussing on women's rights, must define itself in terms of 

"the reality ~tie inhabit," and this 'reality' in pr·esent. times is 

the fact that "we are moving fast towa~·ds an ecological c:atstro-

phe and/or nuclear Armegeddon'', (Dinnerstein 1989: 192). Further, 

tJ 
as different from radical or socialist feminism (to ll'lhich it 

seems to be the closest), ecofeminism stands for spirituality and 

materialism. Thus it attempts to go beyond the limits of previous 

feminist studies, and gives amodest historic perspective (l<ing 

... '). '")1:= 2 n.d. 1-<.:.~1--·1 ........ ). 

THE NGVEMENT 

As a political movement ecofeminism is about fifteen years 

old with the publication of Susan Griffins book 'Women and Na-

ture' in 1978, and Carolyn Merchant's 'The Death of Nature: 

Women, Ecology and the Scientific Revolution' in 1980. The latter 

is an important contribution to the feminist perspective on the 

scientific revolution of the Enlightenment era. 

In the late 1970s ecofeminist work and study groups sprung 

up. Their work has been twofold-- a) confronting sexism in the 

daily work and process of mixed movements, and b) insisting on a 

broader ecofeminist analysis of the social origins of the ecolog-

ical crisis. 

l.See Charlene Spretnak , "Histories and Mysteries: In The Beginning," in 
Irene Diamond and Gloria Orenstein (eds). Reweaving The lforld: The Emergence 
of Eoofe.JDi.lii.SI11, San Fransisco: Sierra Club Books, 1900 ,pp. 12; Ynestra. King, 
"Feminism and the Revolt," Heresis 13, (Special issue on feminism and 
Ecology), 1981, pp.12-16. 

2.Ynestra. King, "Healing the \founds: Feminis-m, Ecology, and the Na.ture/Culture 
Dualism," in Irene Diamond and Gloria Orem;tein (eds). op. cit. pp. 98-112. 



In 1979 Donna Warnock began an ecofeminist resource clear-

.inghouse (Feminist Resources on Energy and Eccsl ogy) . In 1982 the 

Heresis collective initiated a special issue on "Feminism and 

Ecology," and in the late 1970:::.~ Pat Hynes and several other 

Ecofeminists founded 'Women in Solar Energy' 1 (WISE) .. 

In Amherst, Massachussetts, in April 1980, a 'Conference on 

Women and Life on Earth: Ecofeminism in the 80s' was held. It 

marked the beginning of an ecofeminist political context~ There 

were more than 200 workshops and three major plenaries, vJhich 

addressed feminist perspectives on ecological issues, ecofeminist 

theory, and directions for future actions. Also from the final 

session came the idea for the Women's Pentagon Action, a feminsit 

anti-militarist political action. The focus of the first Women's 

Pentagon Action held in November 1980 was militarism. Their Unity 

Statement connected feminism, ecology, peace, and other issues 

into a holistic, anti-rhetorical stand. 

The ecofeminist movement was not confined to the Wist. In 

1983~ 'Women and Life on Earth' in England, held a one-day eco-

feminist conference to commemorate the publication of the book 

'Reclaim the Earth' edited by Stephanie Leland and Leonie Caldi-

cott. There were native American women, Madhu Kishwar of Manushi, 

Black feminists, Greenham women, artists, poets, and ecological 

campaigners. The same year the Japanese Women For Life on Earth 

also held C:i confer-ence. Also, the NevJ York group of vksmen and 

Life on Ear-th met with the Tokyo women at the UN disarmament 

Conferemce. India had already witnessed the Chipko 

Andclan where women had taken the initiative to save the trees 

l.For this section on the movement, I am heavily indebted to an 
Ynestra King, "Ecological Feitlinism," n .d., source: Centre for 
Environment. 
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from felling. It heralded the 'transfer' of the concept to the 

Indian context. The debate over the concept of ecofeminism began 

with the book 'Staying Alive' (Shiva 1988). 

THE ECOFEHINIST DISCOURSE 

The Ecofeminist discourse attempts to highlight three as-

pects--

(a) the underlying commonality between the premises and 

goals of the women's movement and the environmental move-

ment; 

(b) some of the important conceptual links between the 

symbolic construction of women and nature and the ways of 

acting upon them; 

(c) an alternative vision of a more egalitarian and harmoni-

ous future society. 

Therefore, the need to study the concept of ecofeminism 

arises. The moot point, in short, on which ecofeminism is based 

is the assumption that both women and nature have one common 

premise which is the indiscriminate appropriation and exploitaion 

of both by western- rational- white men 1 . Second, both women and 

nature (ecological nature) are sources of 
~) 

life and productivityL. 

l.One categorises men as western-rational-white men because the Renaissance 
occurred in the west; this period is marked by the technological and scientif
ic revolution. industrialisation, and the repositiry of enlightened knowledge 
based on reason and :r·ationality; and this was the domain of men (not all men). 

2.Women's act of reproduction, and their role in the social seA~al division of 
labour across regions and communities (as has been recorded)*, which makes 
them prima.rily responsible for family food provision, places them in a posi
tion which is closer to nature. Because nature also produces, and sustains 
life. This state of affairs that was harmonious with the existence of all life 
was disturbed by the values of the enlightenment period. 
*The references for this are spread out throughout in the chapter, and in the 
bibliography. 



Thirdly, the capacity of women and nature to regenerate, produce 

and sustain l. .iff,? has to be rf2!;tored 1 . I h.::we at tempted to focu~-; 

on these three points in the rast of the chapter. 

A. The Common Premises of ttn? blomen '.s movement and the Ecologv 
movement 

'' ... We live in a culture that is founded on the repudiation 

and domination of nature. This has special significance for women 

because in patriarchal thought, women are believed to be closer 

to nature than men. This gives women a particular stake in ending 

the domination of nature-- in healing the alienation between 

human and nonhuman nature. This is also the ultimate goal of the 

ecology movement, but the ecology movement is not necessarily 

feminist ... [Because] the hatred of women and the hatred of nature 

<H-e intiiTi<:itel"f' connected and mutually rt?infon::i.ng ... feminism and 

ecology need each other •.. " (K:i.nq 198::.: 16 cited in Cheney 1987: 

1.16) • 

Following the above-mentioned statement ecofeminists argue 

that a feminist critique of "this culture and politics o·f c:~b--

.., 
straction".<:. could be ground in a self-conscious ecol.ogical per-

spective. Such a perspective is applied to all theories and 

strategies as one applies factors of class/ caste/ race to any 

feminist analysis. 

Par.::d.lel to the 'inclusion' of the ecological perspr.-:ctive to 

l.Followir~ from the discussion on the 'natural' role of women and nature. one 
also notices that both had an inherent capacity to heal which was also sup
ported by social practices; e.g. the practices of shifting cultivation was in 
accordance with nature's healing process-- these communities were in close 
contact with natural processes based on close observation of the same. Their 
gods were female dieties which signified fertility in most cases (see Raine 
Eisler. "The Gaia Tradition And The Partenership Future: An Ecofeminist Mani
festo." in Irene Diamond and Gloria Orenstein (eds). Reweaving the World: The 
Emergence of EcofeminiSJTJ, San FrBnsisco: Sierra Club Books. 19~. 

2.Refer to Ynestra King. op. cit. 



women's studies, one requires a feminist perspective, a feminist 

insight into ecological studies. "vJi thout a thorough feminist 

analysis of social domination that reveals the interconnectd 

roots of misogyny and hatred of nature, ecology remains an ab-

straction: it is incomplete ••• Ecofeminism contributes to an 

understanding of the fact that we could not live without the rest 

of the nature; it could live without us," (King 1990: 23-24). 

Ecofeminism integrates within its fold the growing con-

sciousness on the parallel episodes of involvement in women's re-

sistance politics and ecological struggles. Ecofeminism, for in-

stance, reflects on the relation between the contamination of 

women's wombs and breast milk which in turn leads to struggles 

against chemical dumping; how compromises to our immunity systems 

which render our bodies vulnerable to a host of viruses leads to 

challenges against Capitalism, food industries and the practices 

of western medicines; how logging practices in India leads to 

women there struggling against the multinational destruction of 

their culture; how the Pentagon's extravagant military funding 

leads to feminist actions that combine anti-militarism with 

demands that funds be channelled from war technology to day care, 

education, and environmental protection (Quinby 1990). 

The underly:i.rH] comnron goal o·f both movements, vJomen and 

ecolog·y, is to strive for an egalitarian, and non- hierarchical 
. 

social systems-- in relation to other communities and 1 . .1. fe-·forms 

as ~·H::-11. In addi.ticm, it suggests "new value~~ and social str·uc-

·tures, based not on the domination of women and nature as re-

sources but on the full expression of both male and female talent 

and on th•? mai.ntt.mance of env.ironmt:1ntal .. inteqr·:i.ty," ( Agan1a 1 

1992: 12Ql). 



V~ndana Shiva (1988: 48) rejects environmentalism and femi

nism as s;.epar·c::-~te movement.s. r::uch an appt"'oac:h is based on a clev

erly disguised "e>:tension of conventional cc::~terJor·ies of patriar

chy and reductionism''. As independent movements, both ask for 

"concessions within me:~ ldeve 1 opmen t because in the absence of 

oppositional categories, that is the only development conceiva-

ble. Environmentalism then becomes a new patriarchal project of 

technological fixes and political oppression. It generates a . new 

subjugation of ecological movements and fails to make any 

progress towards sustainability and equity. While including a few 

women as tokens in 'women and environment', it excludes the 

feminine visions of survival that women have conserved. Fragment

ed feminism, in a similar way, finds itself trapped in a gender-

based ideology of liberation--- taking-off from either the 

'catching-up with men' syndrome (an the grounds that the mascu

line is superior and developed), or receding into a narrow biolo

gism which accepts the feminine as gendered , and excludes the 

possibility of the recovery of the feminine principle in nature 

and ~<Jomen, as t,-H::ll as men",(ibid). 

On the other hand, women's struggles against social inequity 

anfJ ecological crisis suggest that "vmmen and natur-e atpe inti

mately related, and their domination and liberation are similarly 

linked" (ibid: 47). Women's ecological struggles.have opened up 

new vistas of learning of particular economic and intellectual 

worth. It involves queries pertaining to what constitutes knowl

edge and who is the repository of intellectual value. Concepts of 

wealth and what/ who constitut~s wealth and economic value are 

being re-interpreted (ibid: 224). The dominant paradigm of knowl

edge is being questioned. 

One notices that previously all strands of feminist thought 



·have ignored the fact of the integral connection of the domina-

tion and exploitation of nature with that of women. Naybe this 

link was not explored because of the 'fear' of feminists of being 

excluded from history-- which ic male-biased and dominated (King 

1981: 124). However, natural history and human history occur 

simultaneously1 . This fact has been recognised by the deep ecole-

gists. Since we have already had an overview of deep ecology in 

the previous chapter, I feel it is significant, also, to mention 

the differences between deep ecology and ecofeminism in this 

section because one is talking of the common concerns of the 

women s and the ecology movement-- deep ecology seems to be the 

point of intersection of feminism and ecology. 

Ecofeminism and deep ecology have many common concerns. Both 

cr-usade against vJhat Zimmerman calls "abstract, dualistic, atom-

istic, hier-archical categories" t")f undenstanding which are re--

sponsible for the domination of nature and women. Both schools of 

thought are critical of reformist attempts to extend modern moral 

categories to 'protect' non-humans from human abuse. Eco·feminism 

and deep ecology insist that humans are not radically separate 

from nature: that the fulfilmant of our own humanity is profound-

ly linked with learning to appreciate the nature within us and 

vli thout (ecological nature). In the same line of argument, one 

may use the idf:?a tha·t nature, t<.")O, has "rights", so long as one 

does not speak of rights in the technical sense (used by moral 

philosophers2 ), but instead suggest that all things have intrin-

l.See Ynestra King, op. cit. 

2.Almond and Hill, op. cit. 

.. .• ·r.:: 
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sic worth that we are called on to respect (Zimmerman 1987: 43) 1 • 

Although ecofeminism and deep ecology, both call for a nev~ 

ethos required for humans to live on earth, there are differences 

between the two schools of thought. Deep ecology turns out to be, 

in Ariel K. Salleh's (cited in Cheney 1987: 119) eyes, "simply 

another self-congratulatory reformist move'' because it appears to 

be motivated by male alienation. Therefore, there is a possibili-

ty that the methods employed fer overcoming alienation will be a 

modern version of "the ancient compulsion to fabricate perfecti-

bility" and turn out to be "supremely rationalist and 

technicist", employing "the language of technocratic managerial-

ism which is part of the problem''. (Salleh 1984: 339-345). 

(a) According to Deep Ecology the root cause of environmental 

malaise is the anthropocentric wc:wldvievJ.~ofeminism maintains 

that deep ecology is an androcentric vmrldview) Deep~ology r·ef-

ers to a gender- neutral concept whereas, on the contrary, under 

patriarchal society women have been identified with the devalued 

natur·al vmrld. 

(b) Deep ecologists write that the estrangement of mankind from 

nature began with classic Greek humanism and the rise of Judeo-

Christian Culture. Ecofeminists maintain that this alienation 

began around 4500 B.C. with the Indo-European invasions of nomad-

ic tribes from the Eurasia steppes. They replaced the nature-

based and female- goddess with their thunderbolt God. It thus 

removed that which is held sacred and revered from the life 

1. It is wm.·thwhile at this point to go through Z i.mmerman, op. 
Both women's and the ecology movement also wonder whether a 
possible or not esr-•ecially even "~>lhen the "highly educated, 
self-critical philosophers," are also entrenched in these mind 
ing social institutions (ibid}. 

cit., pg. 43. 
real shift is 
self-conscious, 
and body shap-



processes of the earth to the distant realm of an omnipotent, 

male sky-God. Thus the earliest sources of desacralised nature 

and the foundation of a mechanistic worldview is found in the 

Indo-European revolution, and not in the Scientific Revolution of 

the 16th and 17th centuries. 

(c) Deep ecologists write that both human and non-human life on 

earth has value-in-itself, and humans have no right to reduce the 

richness and diversity of life-forms except to satisfy vital 

human needs. Eco-feminists argue that the concept of "vital 

needs" is shaped by the values of patr-·iarchal cultur-·e. 

(d) Another assumption of deep ecology is the principle of 

diversity and symbiosis: a beneficial mutual co-existence among 

living forms. For humans the principle favours cultural plural-

ism. These departures, Eco-feminists claim, from anthropocen-

trism, and ethnocentrism are only partial if the ecologist con-

tinues to ignore the cultural role and space of women. The su-

pression of women's identity and creativity by patriarchal cul-

ture continues to be a fact of daily existence. Progressive atti-

tudes towards nature is superficial if it does little in itself 

t.o ch.:~ngE• this. 

(e) Deep ecology is an anti-class posture; it rejects the ex-

ploitation of some by others, of nature by man, and of man by 

man, this being destructive to the realisation of human paten-

tials. However, sexual oppression and the social differentiation 

are not mentioned by Naess. Women appear to be subsumed by the 

general category 1 . 

l.However, some scholars are optimistic enough to brir~ together the concerns 
of the deep ecologists and ecofeminism in providing a sound alternative vi
sion. 



Ariel Sal lei .. , (ibid·; :'..\4:::.>) continues by pointing that Naess' 

overview of ecosophy is dressed up in the jargon of science-

dominated standards of acceptability and is a solution trapped in 

the given paradigm. The very term 'norm' implies the positivist 

split between fact and value, the very term 'policy' implies a 

class separation of the rulers and the ruled. Even Bill Devall 

(1980: 317), the Deep Ecologist, seems to present purely linear 

solutions--- "an objective approach", "a neii'J psychology"; the 

language of cost-benefit analysis as in ''optimal human carrying 

capacity", and the languagfE! o·f science, "data on hunter gathE~r-

ers", both creep back in. The call for a new epistemology is 

absent. 

Ecofeminists point out that the suppression of the feminine 

is an all pervasive human universal. It is not just a suppression 

of real, live, empirical women, but equally the suppression of 

the feminine aspects of men's own constitution. "De\,oall and all 

other deep ecologists want education for the spiritual develop-

ment of 'personhood'. This is the self-estranged male reaching 

for the original androc;:rynm .. \!::; n.::1tur·al unity within himself", 

(Salleh: 344). The deep ecology movement will not truly happen 

until men are brave enough to rediscover and to love the women 

inside themselves. 

B. The Conceptual Links Between the S'f•mbol ic Cohstruction of 
bJomf:?n and NatLire 

"We ha··1e been perceived for too many centur-ies as pure 

Nsture, exploited and raped like the earth and the solar system; 

small wonder if we now long to become Culture: pure spirit, mind. 

Yet it is precisely this culture and its political institutions 

which have split us off from itself. In so doing it has also 

split itself off ·fr·om U .. fe~ bE?c:om.i.ng the death culture e;i' quanti-



f icatic.m ~ abstraction, and the will to power whith has reached 

its most refined destructiveness in this century. It is in this 

culture and politics of abstraction which women are talking of 

changing~ of br-inging into acc.ountabi 1 i t.y in human terms.," (Rich 

1976: 285). 

In investigating the roots of our current environmental 

dilemma and its connections to science, technology and the econo-

my~ we must re-examine the formation of a worldview 1 and a 

science that, reconceptualising reality as a machine, rather than 

as a living organism, sanctioned the domination of both nature 

and women, 
,., 

(Merchant 1980)-. 

"Is the female to male as nature is to culture?", is a 

question raised by Sherry Ortner (1974). Ortner argues that women 

":.eem to be" closer to nature bec<~use o·f their biological func-

tion of reproduction. However, she maintains that'' ... it is not 

biology per se, but the social construction of it, that places 

women closer to nature'', (Ortner in Sayers ed.1982: 108). The 

idea of nature exists in opposition to culture in western 

thought. Simone de Beavoir (1988) argues that female biology 

actually renders women to enslavement; 

the female, to a greater extent than the male, is the prey 

of the species; and the human race has always sought to 

l.The need to review the dominant worldview arises here. Such a re-examination 
requires one to delve into the developments of science and technology because 
human prosress and civilisation are measured by levels of progress in the 
fields of science and technological inventions. Also, the relatinship between 
human beings and nature is mediated by technology. It was in the Enlightenment 
period that unprecedented developments in these fields occurred followed by a 
hieghtened environmental cr1s1s. 'fherefore, it is necessary to trace our 
ecological crisis to this period for our worldview was shaped by the develop
ments of the Enlightenment period. 

2.A primary reader for this viewpoint is C8.l'olyn Merchat, The Death of Nature: 
WomenJ Ecology and the Scientific Revolution, New York: Harper & Row, 1980. 



escape its specific destiny. The support of life became for 

man an activity and a project through the invention of the 

tool; but in maternity woman remained closely bound to her 

body, like an animal ..• it is male activity, that in creating 

values has made of existence itself a value; this activity 

has prevailed O\ter· the• confused forces of it has 

subdued nature and vJoman" (Jackson 1993: 391). 

1"1erc t-·,an t (1980) traces ~he social construction of the con-

cept of nature to the scientific revolution. One dominant image 

vJas organic, based on a culturally sanctioned respect for the 

earth vJhich \.'Jas seen as .:.:~ "nur·tur·ing mother". The second saw 

nature as wild and disorderly, and therefore in need of control 1 . 

The parallel treatment of women was accusations of practising 

witchcraft who "raised storms, caused illness, destr-oyed 

crops ••. and killed infants," (1"1er·chant 1980: 127 in J.:Kkson 1993: 

390). As a result, they were tried and burnt alive. 

Feminists argue that 'witches' were persecuted because these 

women were wise and experts in these societies. They were ''hound-

ed because there was a new professional class of doctors and 

scientists emerging, whose point of view was constantly contra-

dieted, by the point of view of the other professionals/experts 

who were declared, at that point in history, to be witches. Women 

were then turned to the second sex and this ideology was then 

pushed into other cultures and superimposed on existing patriar-

c::hal structures. That is the colonization the women's movements 

l.See Vandana Shiva, "Women and Nature in South Asia," International Journal 
of Sust:ainable Developme>.nt, vol. 1, no. 3(84-91); Mies, 1988, op. cit.; Mer
chant, op. cit. ;Cecile Jackson, "Women/Nature or Gender/History? A Critique of 
Ecofeminist 'Development'," The Journal of Peasant Studies, vol. 20, no. 3, 
April, pp. 389-419. 
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in Asia an? tr-ying to str-uggle <:~gr.:dnst" ~ wr-it.f:s Elh.i.va 12
. 

(White 1967) trace the connections between women and 

nature to the impact of Chr-istianity; and, other-s like Reuther· 

to transcendent dualism in Gr-eek traditions. t·1asc:uline 

consciousness and r-ationality wer-e seen to tr-anscend the visible 

inferior-ity of nature and the bodily, or female immanence. Tran-

scendence is the work of culture and ther-efore of men, it is the 

process of overcoming immanence through the dominance of both 

natur-e and women (King 1989: 21). Levi Strauss (1969) suggests 

that the nature-culture dichotomy is a fundamental cognitive 

structure of thought in the human br-ain. 

So far as India is concerned, colonialism was the starting -
point for the exploitation and control of natur-e and women. The 

development paradigm imposed, by the 'developed' c:olonisers, on 

India, marked a shift from the traditional cosmological view of 

nature as prakriti, a living and creative process based ~pon the 

feminine principle of shakti (female energy). Together ~ooLi th 

the masculine principle, it created the world. There-

for· ~<-Jomen, " ... the der.:tth of prr7:fkrit.i. is simL1ltaneously a 

beginning of their marginalisation, devaluation, displacement and 

ultimate dispensability. The e~ological crisis, is at its root, 

the death of the ·femininr~ principle," (Shiva 1.988: 42). 

Ec:o-feminism believes t.hat to think that "·then::- is somett-·,ing 

insulting or degrading about linking women and nature stands an 

l.See ibid. 

2. Mies writes "Historically, this violence was used in Europe in the witch
hunt to destroy women's autonomy over their bodies, and in the colonies to 
destroy people's autonomous relation to their own land and subsistence produc
tion. Both processes took place pla.ce around the same time". Maria Mies, 
"Introduction," op. cit., 1988, pp. 1-10. 



unstated set of assumptions about the inferior status of the non-

human world. Pn .. ·quments ·for vJOHII?n c.::1nnot be b<::1S£:-!d on a 'put--dovm' 

of the non-·hum,~n lrJorld" (Plumwood 199'::.!.: H1). The ce:nnections 

between the two cannot be set aside because contemporary society 

also denigrates women's activity and reproduction, and nature as 

1-'Je 1 1 • Their labour in traditional roles is not recognised. 

have been systematically backgrounded as house-wives, secretaries 

<::1nd nurses. 

As observed in the last section, one notices that Eco-femi-

nism begins with the assumption that with the emergence of the 

industrial civilisation, Nature became something to be 

dominated, to serve the needs of man. It was reduced to 

·natura 1 resoLwces' . It became the "other", something essent ia 11 y 

different from the dominant. Women, who are identified with 

nature, have been simj.larly objectified and subordinated in 

patriarchal society. Women and Nature, in this sense, are 

original "others". Men seek to dominate women and nat:ure for 

reasons that are economic as well as psychological which involves 

a denial of a part of themselves similar to other male culture-

making activities1 . 

It is interesting to note how ecofeminists relate women's 

and men's bod ie~. to the appn:)f.:JJ'" i,::'lt .. ic.>n of na l.un.:=. "The his tor .ica l-·· 

ly developed qualitative differnce in the appropriation of the 

male and fem~le bodily nature has also led to 'two qualitatively 

different forms of appropriation of external nature, that is two 

qualitatively distinct forms of relations to the objects of 

c:ippropr i.::d: ion~ the objects:, crf ~::.0::-nsuoL.IS bodily E1ct.ivity~ '" ( LE·U-

1. It follows that domination over external nature necessitates domination of 
internal nature. See King, op. cit.; Susan Griffin, "Split Culture," in Judith 
Plant (eel)., op. cit., pp, 7-17. 



kart 1976: 41 cited in Mies 1988: 73) 1 . 

Ynestra King (1989: 22-23) writes that the recognition of 

the connections bet\,jeen ~·jomen c1nd natun .. ~ and vjomen' •.:; br· idge--1 ike 

position between nc:,ture and culture poses three possible direc-

tions for feminism: One is the integration of women into tht:? 

world of culture and production by severing the woman-nature 

connection. This position does not question nature-culture dual-

ism itself. It sees the severance of the woman-nature connection. 

Second, other feminists have reinforced the woman-nature 

connection--- woman and nature, the spiritual and the intuitive, 

versus man and the culture of patriarchal rationality. This also 

does not question the nature-culture dualism or recognise that 

women's ecological sensitivity and life-orientation is a socia-

lised perspective. It could also be socialised right out of us 

depending on our day-to-day lives. There is no reason to believe 

that women placed in positions of patriarchal power will act any 

differently from men, or that we can bring about a feminist 

revolution without consciously understanding history and without 

confronting the existing economic and political power structures. 

/ Ec:o-leminism s:.uggt::)st.s a th:i rei direction.: <:1 re·cogn i tion 

although nature-culture dualism is a product of culture, one can 

nonetheless consciously choose, not to severe the woman- nature 

l.Mies, op. cit. writes-- over time women gained a vast experiential knowledge 
about their bcdily functions-- of menstruation, pregnancy, childbirth. "This 
acquistion of knowledge was closely related to the acquisition of knowledge 
about the generative forces of external nature, about plants, animals, the 
earth, water and air," (pg. 74). On the other hand, men cannot expert·ence a 
similar observation. Their relation to_nature was mediated by externa .. me~s 
(as different from internal bodily fluids and processes), of. to~ls. Men s 
reflection of their relation to external nat~re found e~ress1on 1n the sym
bols with which they described their own phys1cal organs, (pg. 77). 



'connection by joining male-culture. Rather, use it as a vantage 

point for creating a different kind of culture and politics, that 

would integrate the intuitive, spiritual and rational forms of 

kno~·dedge, embracing both science and magic inso·f ar .. as they 

enable us to transform the nature-culture distinction. It would 

also envision and create a free, ecological society. 

The connection between the domination of women and that of 

nature, in the ecofeminist argument, is basically seen as ideo-

logical--- as rooted in a system of ideas and representations, 

values and beliefs, that places women and the nonhuman world 

hierarchically below men. Quoting Ortner (1974), Michael Zimmer--

(1987) vJrites: "the male's conception cd himself ciS ·essen-

tially cultural, nonfemale, nonnatural, immortal, and 

as opposed to the essentially natural, noncultural, mor-tal 

woman, has continued in various guises for several thousand 

year<.:.". [Ecofeminism calls upon vK•men and men to reconc£~ptualise 

themselves, and their relationships to one another and to the 

nonhuman vJor 1 d, in nonhil:?rc:lrchic:a 1 vJay!::=- ·J 
C. 1qn Hlte-rTic(te Vision of an Eg,:ditarian and 1-iarmon.iou.s Soc:.iet;.· 

"Ecofeminism supports utopian ·visions of harmonious, di-· 

verse, decentralized communities, using only those technologies 

based on ecological principles, as the only solution 

for the· continu<::1tion of life on e<.ir-th," (King 1'?190: 2~5). 

An alternate vision of a harmonious and non-hierarchical 

society is based on the rejection of some premises of the primary 

form of dualism-- that is, of the feminine and 

This 1s discussed in the rest of this section. 



It believes that any thorough-going and critical feminism 

must revise and challenge the ideals of both masculine and of 

human character. The western concept of reason identifies male-

ness with the rational sphere of public life, production, social 

and cultural life. Fem~leness, or the feminine sphere has been 

assigned the private, domestic and repr·oduc tive l.i fe. "The mascu-

line sphere is one where human freedom and control ~re exercised 

over affairs and over nature, especially, via science and in 

active struggle against nature and over circumstances. The femi-

nine represents passivity, the unchangeable human nature and 

natural necessity" (Plumwood 1992: 8). And "r·ationality" is de-

fined in opposition tr.:. "nature" in the Wester·n intellectual 

tradition 1 • 

• 
Thus, masculinity and feminity are treated as duc<lisms. "To 

the extent that women and men conform to gendered definitions of 

their humanity, they are bound to be alienated from themselves. 

The concepts of feminity and masculinity force both women and men 

to overdevelop certain of their capacities at the expense of 

others. For example, men become excessively competit~ve and 

detached from others; women become excessively nurturant and 

altruistic" (Jaggar· 1983: 314). Dualism is a process in which 

power forms identity, one which distorts both sides of what it 

splits apart, the master and the slave, the egoist and the self-

abnegating altruist. 

The dualisms of human/nature, male/female, 

civilisation/primitive, mind/body, and mental/manual have "natu-· 

l.For more on this point, read Carolyn Merchant, op. cit. 



rc;d ised" the domination of nature, of women, of race and of 

class. There is a need to break th1s dualism. It would .i.nvol ve 

affirming and reconceptualising nature and human identity, and 

t.he re 1 ationshi. p between them in non-hierarc: r-.ic:a 1 \.'Jays. II P-.n E"!CO-

feminism which takes into account a critique of dualism is a 

highly ·~ integrative one," (PlL\m~o<lood 1992: 13). · .1t could take the 

impulse to integrate women fully as part of human culture from 

liberal feminism; it can get help from socialist feminism in 

comprehending the processes and structures of power and domina-

tion as expressed in these dualisms; from radical feminism, it 

can take the critique of the masculinity of dominant culture. 

Ecofeminism believes that the emphasis on 

what they insist as advocated by the dominant, white western male 

is based on linear and dichotomized thought patterns. This di-

vides reality into dualism; one is good and the other bad, one 

superior, the other inferior. Ecofeminism strongly believes that 

linear thinking simplifies, dichotomises, focuses on parts, and 

fails to see the larg~r relationality and interdependence. One 

has to disrupt the linear concept of order to create a diffrent 

kind of order which may appear ver-y "disorc:ler 1 y 11 "tf.:J the linear, 

rational mind. A ho.Z is tic world--view has to be fon·u.:-~rded. 

This fragmentar-y wor·ldview c'Jf the moderT• trl£il~::>tern civilis~-· 

tion as eMpressed in the categories of gender, of 'masculine' ~nd 

· fe•mini.ne · are socially created categories. And in turn these 

categories reflect a deeper schism in the shared vision of our 

civ.ilis~tion: the separation between the natural world and the 

spi.r·ituo:~l world. Thf"~ 'ma!r:.culinE.~· is a::.signed the prc:r·.1inct:~ of the 

t.ht:~ ~;pi r .it, or- the tr-ans;c::c;;-ndence. And vJe read t.ht:~ ·· femi-

nint2' as representing nature and the earth or immanence. For 



Simone de Beavoir 

overcoming i~manence, a process of culture-building that is based 

on the inc: n?a~;in<J domination csf na tLir·e. "Immanence", symbo 1 i s.fJd 

by women, J.<.:, that \I'Jh:.i.ch calls mr:::·n back, that \oo~hich r-em.int:h::_ man o·f 

what he wants to forget: it is his own link to nature that he 

must forget and overcome, to achieve manhood and transcendence. 

And, therefore, men have had a specific interest in retaining 

their domination over women. 

B. On Gender-Based Response!?_ 

There have been two gender-based responses to this process 

of male-domination, argues Shiva. The first advocated by Simone 

de Beavoir calls for the masculinisation of the feminine. The 

second response sees liberation as feminisation of the world--

'in as much as the male priciple has been the ruling mental and 

physical force~ a fr .. ee society would be "thE! dE':fin.it£-? negatic:,n" 

of this principlt::;.--- it \oomuld bE.~ a female society' (1'1.:u .. cuse 1974 

as in Shiva 1988~ 51). 

Both responses accept the feminine and the masculine as 

na tur·a 1 and biologically given. Such an assumption caters to a 

patriarchal gender ideology with categories that have been creat-

ed by that ideology. Shiva (ihid~ 52) quotes Marcuse ~gain to 

reinforce her point--- 'Beneath the social factors which deter

mine male aggressiveness and female receptivity, a natural con-

·Lra~.;t e:>tists; it. is the woman ~~~ho "embodies" .in <~ J.it.E,r.::d 

the promise of peace, of joy, of the end of violence. Tenderness, 

receptivity, sensuousness have become features (or mutilated 

(Marcuse 1974: 16). 

Further, she considers this as 'Gender Ideology' becausP il 



creates a dualism and disjunction between male and female. It 

creates a conjunction of activity and creativity with violence 

and the me.~scu 1 ine, and a c:c;nj L\IIC. tion of pa~;si v .i. ty wi. t.h non-· 

violence and the feminine (Shiva 1988: 52). 

Beyond the prescription of either the masculinisation or the 

feminisation of th~~ world~ Vandana Shiva of·fers "a third concept 

and process of 1 iberation that. is tr·ans-gender·" (ibid: 52). This 

is based on an understanding that gender is a social construct 

and not biologically determined. Similarly the association of 

values of violence and activify with the masculine is a social 

costr·uc:t. The feminine pr·inciple is n<Jt en:clusively embodied in 

women but present in men, women and nature. "The distinction 

between the masc:uli.ne and the feminine, person from nature, 

purusha from prakriti is not possible because they are dialecti-

ca 11 y united, ''"s two aspects c)f one being" (ibid) • Furthet··, this 

perspective c:an recover humanity as it transcends gender and it 

creates a wholeness in which there is no victim or its oppressor. 

This recovery of the feminine principle is also a challenge to 

the multiple forms of dominations of women, nature and non-west-

~2rn C:L\ 1 tu r··es. It calls for a recovery of all three; and bring 

back the humane-ness in non-western, white men 1 . Moreov~r, it is 

l.In continuation with th1s line of thought, and in total agreement with 
Shiva, Patrick V. Dias* states-- "This upholding of the feminine principle, as 
part of a dialectical harmony(shakti as dynamic energy), might not be of 
liking of everybody, nor be found to be in conformity with the here (dominant, 
enlightenment) criticized philosophy of knowledge, with power as its corre
late, to which many feminist approaches are, unfortunately, indebted. It is, 
however, a vie~Joint that, according to the postulates put forward in this 
(Shiva's) eXPosition, belongs by its own right in the mainstream of interna
tional discussion on new theories and political practices. As Rajni Kotr~i 
(Foreword in Shiva 1988, pg. xi) rightly remarks, 'the holism impled in the 
feminine principle must be distinguished from the universalism of the modern 
scientific era. The former respects and nurtures diversity; the latter under
mines it under its homogenising and centralising thrust and, in the end, 
destroys diversity"'. 



cased on inclt1siveness which implies seeing women as active and 

productive. In men, it is a relocation of action and activity~ to 

c:rei::\te lii'c::--eni'ic-:.'l.nci.ng soc::iet.ie~:>. 

The death of the feminine principle occurs when "passivity" 

is associated with the feminine; when the concept of activity 

shifts from creation to destruction; and the concept of power 

from empowerment to domination. In other words, the feminine 

principle with its attributes of self-generated, non- violent, 

creativity is destroyed with the coming in of the masculine model 

of activity with its base in violence and aggression. Nature and 

women turn into passive objects of violence. The Age of Enlight-

enment with its base in scientific rationality brought in this 

patriarchal mode of activity. 

To counteract this patriarchal process of the victim and 

oppressor based society, Shiva introduces the concept of the 

trans-gender process of 1 iberati.on. Since gender w.::~s created --
historically to serve patriarchal needs its (gender) liberation 

cannot be based on a gendered understanding or gendered concepts. 

One has to transcend gende~ed concepts. History has shown us· that 

ideology cannot ·n:~spcmd to <.-::-cological cr-·ises 

created by patriarchy and its violent modes of relating to na--

ture. Nor can it unde~st.and how third world women lead ecological 

struggles based on values of conservation, claims Shiva. These 

struggles and other such local movements for environment protec-

tion have led to a redefinition of the basic categories of under-

stanrling such as the concept of p1··-rjduction, value, ett-dcs, 

development., work, nature, and womamhood. Science and 

••. Con ti~ued. .. 

*Patrick V. Dias, 'The Eco-Cultural Crisis as a Challenge of Survival to the 'Inventio 

n of Man' in his Drive for Power, Racism and 
·Sexism," International Workshop on l18n, City, Nature: Culture Today; Bt-azil! Rtb de Ja: 

neiro, May 25-27, 1992. 



its use has to be redefined i11 terms of women's experiences, 
"-

women's work and culture. I~ favour of her theoretical arguments, 

Shiva takes up the case of the Chipko movement where women have 

been involved in active protest movements against destruction of 

forests. Further~ women's role in the food-chain, their active 

resistance of 'development' projects, and their need to protect 

forests~ all three have been explained in terms of their embodi-

ment of the "feminine" principle. 

Ecofeminism also rejects the theory of natural 

advanced most distinctly by Thomas Hobbes and Locke 1 . 

rights as 

Ecofeminism believes that domination begins in the realm of 

ideas and systems of knowledge. Therefore, there is a need to 

reconceptualise key concepts of-- nature, natural n?SOL\rces, 

work/labour, productivity, value, science, technology, develop-

ment, liberty. For instance, since the scientific revolution, the 

terms 'work', and 'productivity' refer to that work which have a 

mar-·ket value. Thus, it renders useless and valueless women's 
..., 

hoL1sehold work, for instance~. A feminist analysis of the En-

lightenment era reflects that the claims of science to a value-

free universalism are baseless. As we have noticed in the two 

chapters, science has been violent towards women, nature, anc.l 

colonised peoples'. One has to redefine 'science· 3 . 

A GENERAL CONCLUSION 

l.A detailed argument is provided in Michael E. Zimmerman, "Feminism, Deep 
Ecology, and Environmental Ethics," Environment Ethics 9, Spri.n,g 1987, pp.21-
44. 

2.There are innumerable references on women's unpaid labour. See Hies, 
holdt-Thomsen, and Werlof, op. cit. 

Benn-

3.For a thoughtful debate on 'science', please refer to Susan Harding, The 
Science Question in Fe./Dinism~ Ithaca: Cornell University Press. 



A GENERAL CONCLUSION 

Ecofeminism realises that to achieve the goal of a ha~moni-

<.".ll.\ s Wl"J r 1 d there arises the need to connect ecological ~::,; t.ud i. ec:.; 

with that of the feminist concerns. A feminist analysis supplies 

the theory, program, and process without which the radical paten-

tial of social ecology remains blunted. Ecofeminism has attempted 

~:o develop the connections bet.ween ec:<.'llogy c;,nd ff.:mi.ni.sm thc:,t deep 

ecology needs in order to reach its own answered goal of creating 

a free and ecological way of life. 

Tt-·,e refusal to banish feelings of interrelatedness and 

caring ·fn:un its th~?l'lry and pr·<:11c:tic~-;: will save f.?c·ft'i.'llti.n:ism from 

mere reformism-- which seems to characterise previous ecological 

anrl feminist studies. One needs to find a way out of the techno-

c ra·tic a 1 i.::"'nation surround in~} humankind by hc:mcsr ing our· di. n:::-c t 

connections with nature. 

Further, the ecofeminist approach attempts to transcend the 

"victim _approach" 1 by envisioning li'Jomen and the marginalised 

sections of the population as the harbingers of an environmental-

1 y sus·tainab 1 £'~ f:?ra. "It. c11t tempts to captur·e c.1rH:I n.?con~::.t.r·uc: t those 

insights and visions that (Indian) women provide in their strug-

gles for survival, which perceive development and science from 

out 5~ .i d t:: t 1·'1':? c.<.~ t<;?<JOI'" :i. ~:~;:, o·f mndf:~r·r, vlf.'!'~~ tE•I'"n pi:OI t r· i r:£1 r .. c: hy 11 
( :.=.ih iva 1':r88: 

>:viii) • 

In the next chapter, I have focussed on a critique of 

science, technology, and the present pattern of development. 

l.The 'victim approach· views women ~111d nature as passive and acted upon by 
men. In contradistinction, ecofemini5'm views women and the marginalised people 
as capable of action. As such, instead of merely studying the various ways in 
which the process if victimisation occurs, ecefeminism prrNides & ~~~ f~t 
ac:tivg1 t'~¢Ul?t.lt'~t'-~'n m}d, aet-ion t~n~ ttu~ ~victims~ . 



CHAPTER 3:: CHtTttllJES OF DEVELOPMENT 

In its; tn<::Hi>t c.:onvti?n tic:H'liiill and · pc:lpUl r.:1r·' mt:~ciln .i ng, it 

refers to the process of economic growth. This understanding is 

based on the claims to the superiority of the principles of 

rationality and technology. It fundamentally believed in a sin-

gle, universal path to progress, i.e.from tradition to modernity. 

This led a superimposition of this model of economic progress on 

tt11~ 'ur.ch?rdeveloped' countries; of Asia, Latin AnH:?r·ica, c:mc:l Afric;;.~ 

in a bid to 'develop' and modernise them. 

~ey economic indicators such as the Gross National Pn:lr.1uc: t 

(GNP) r8flected the prosperity of the 'developed' nations. Howev-

er, the gap between the haves and the have-note has increased. 

The poverty of the 'developing' countries also increased. Ahmed 

( 199:::~ ~- 3) points out that the Dependency theorists (Bernstein 

Frank 1978) maintain that attempts to link the developing 

countries to the global market system through aid, transfer cd 

technology~ and multinationals has led to a further ''development 

of underdt~ve 1 opmen t." • 

This pattern of 'development' resulted in debt-fraps, a non-

sustainable development process and an inequitable global econom-

ic system as against the interests of the lesser privileged. It 

all want unnoticed by the 'dev8loped' West till the repurcussions 

on · thf?.i.r' environment was felt. Environment knows no conven-

tions~ or State and National boundaries. Eventually~ 

depletion of natural resources, the dumping of toxic wast~s in 



the poorer countries alongwith other processes of 'development' 

1 t:-!d to an €?.CO 1 og i.cc:ll c: r" isis>. ·En vi ran men t. 'f' r iend 1 y' solu-

tions have come up to combat this crisis which threatens the 

survival of all species of all kinds. 

Thus one sees that added to this dimension of uneven devel-

opment is that of ecology. Lester R. Brown (State of the vJor 1 d 

1990: 7) writes that "at a time: wl· .. ,en dem<:01nd frJir \IC.H".i.Ou~::; biologi-· 

cal products is rising rapidly, the earth's biological production 

is shrinking •.. at some point, the continuing decline in the 

photosynthetic pr-oduct wi 11 translate into a decline in the 

economic product". Further, " .•• economic: indicators shc::lw the 

is prospering ••• (When) the economy grew, trade increased, 

and millions of new jobs were created. How can basic biological 

indicators be so bearish and economic indicators so bullish at 

the s<::'lme time?" 

The answer, says Lester (ibid 7-8), is that economic indica~ 

tors are flawed: they do not distinguish between r-esource uses 

that sustain progress and those that undermine it. The GNP as 

ameasura of economic progress totals the value of all goods and 

services produced and substracts depreciation of capital assets, 

i.e.plant and equipment. It, however, does not take into account 

the depreciation of natur~l Ciiilp:i.'!:.iiill, .i.nc lud in<] , .. ,on·"'l'"enevJabl e 

resources such as oil or renewable resources like the forests. 

According to the conventional approach, countries that overcut 

forests do better in the short-run than those that manage forests 

on a sustained-yi.eld basis: trees cut down are counted as income 

ThF~ 

c-.. 
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advantage is short-lived because overcutting destroys the re

~cu~ce ba&e leading to the ccll~pse of the forest products indus-

try. 

"If all the envirc:mment<.."'l consequences of economic activity 

wer-e included, real economic progress would be much less than 

conventional economic me.;:\SI.H"t:?s :i.ndic::c:d:£.;." (ibid: 9). 

Societies everywhere are slowly realising that they are not 

only destroying their environments but undermining their futures 

as well. Consequently~ the concept of 'sustainable development' 

becr-1me tht=~ alternative. "A sw::.·ti::d.nable socie·ty is one that satis~ 

fies its needs without jeopardising the prospects of future 

(Brown, Flavin, and Postel 1990: 173). It is an 

att"':mpt tr.:l matc:h E?Colog.ic<n~l pr·in<::iple~; o·f n;atL.II'"cll equilibrium .::wsd 

bio-diversity with economic growth and decentralised governance 

(Ahmed .1.99:'!.: 4) . 

Sara Ahmed (ibid: 4-5) provides a critical outlook to the 

developments in this field~ 

The popul.::H" phrase, the "pollution of pcrvc~r-ty", co.:i.ned at 

the UN Conference on the Human Environment in Stockholm 

(1972), defined environment and development as opposite 

sidas of the same coin which could only be tackled by an 

integr~led approach, linking north and south, 

sustainability. However, the resolutions were reductionist, 

bast:?d on the assumption that "conf 1 ic ts caul d be plan ned 

(Adams 1990: 38). This was later ~einforced by the 

naievity of the World Conservation Strategy (IUCN1980) which 



nance of essential ecological processes and the preservation 

of genetic diversity in a context divorced from hard and 

powerful political and economic realities. 

DEVELOPNENT AND ITS COROL{ ... I-lRIES 

"Developmt'"'nt is a label ·f'c:n .. plt.mder· and v:i.olr::!r·,cr:::·~ ;::, nu::,:.cha·-.. 

nism of triage ... the disillusionment with the development prom-

ise, has come sooner than expected~ though from the 

victim's point of v:Lt:01i'l it CH..Iqht to havt.~ t:IJme rn1.1ch e<:tr"lier· ••• " 

(Alvares 1992: 1). 'Development' as capital accumulation a~ct the 

commttn.: ia J. isa t.ion of the ec:orH1my for· the genen::it:i.on of 

and profits involved the reproduction of not only a specific kind 

of wealth creation, but also of the associated creation of paver-

ty and dispossession. 

the promise. 

Instead~ we have more violence'' (Alvares 1992: 63). Moreover, he 

takes monospecies 'forests', alcohol, tinned baby food, 

~:;;c ienc:e, 

technology~ and development'' (ibid: 89). And in his final analy-

sis all these have been the sources of violence as well. The . 
pattern of development followed by India and other 'Third world' 

co0ntries seems to be based en violence towards women and hature. 

Science and development both are patriarchal 

they are thought to be class, culture and gender neutral ( Shi VO.'<. 

.1. 98B: >:vi ) . 



'Noder-rd.sation' is associated with the introduction of new 

forms of dominance. It is against an equality in diversity, and 

superimposes western categories as dominant modes of perception. 

These are based on reductionism, duality and linearity (Shiva 

1988: 1-:::.) 1 • 

Alvares (1992) has attempted to base his study on develop-

ment in two dichotomie~: the natural versus the scientific, and 

the second, subsistence versus development. "In pa~.t decades, 

nature and subsistence (they overlap as images) were seen as 

'pr·imitive', lacking the superior imprint of modern science, of 

modernity. The latter set, modern science and development, became 

the norm. This has produced unacceptable himsa (ibid: 143). 

"The trans·fer o·f development is welcomed by the r·uling 

classes of the South because 'they' (i.e. the western world) have 

more 'modern science·, 'we' have 'less'. And they are willing to 

'share' it lfdth us, for· our ovm bent;!fit" (Alvares .1992: 63). Fur-

ther, "this deve lopmemt cannclt but have serious negative conse-

quences for communities in the South and their eco-systems .•• the 

development process directs the economy away from meeti~g the 

basic needs of people, and compromises their rights to the re-

--------------~-----

1.0ne example of 5~ch a reductianist process is that of the Green revolution-
"The crisis of desertification and the death of soils has been the result of 
the following aspects of the green revolution policy: a) introduction of large 
scale monoc~ltures m1d ur1iform cropping patterns; b) hiSh nutrient uptake and 
low organic nutrient returns to soil by the new t&brid varieties of crops; and 
c) hiSh water demand and low water conservation functions of the new hybrid 
and cash crop cultivation. There has, consequently, been increased soil and 
nutrient loss, water logging, salinisation and drought and desrtification," 
(Shiva 1988: 143). 



sources they have enjoyed at eve:·ry stage" ( ibid:32). 

If, as seen above, this is development, then the answer lies 

in ~xamining '''undevelopment' as a value, and explore how it can 

be given political spact::.>" (Alvan?s 1992: 109). 

Technology, science, and its corollary paradigm of 'develop-

ment.' seen as ·.imposed· .1. without an understandinr.;J of the local 

indigenous and 'sustainable' techniques of resource-use, have 

initiated a crisis---ecological and otherwise. This entails the 

death of the feminine principle. 

The death of the feminine principle occurs when "passivity" 

is associated with the feminine; when the concept of activity 

shifts from creation to des:.tn.1ct.ion; and the concept. of povJer 

from empowerment to domination. In other words, tile ·feminine 

principle with its attributes of ~elf-generated, nor .. ,- violent, 

creativity is destroyed with the coming in of the masculine model 

of activity with it~ base in violence and aggression. Nature and 

women turn into passive objects of violence. The Age of Enlight-

enment with its base in scientific rationality, and development 

model brought in this patriarchal mode of activity. 

According to Vandana Shiva, the forests, nature and women, 

all. havt:? the fE'!minine principle i.nher .. ent in them. It is this 

l.For instance, there are innumerable instances of social forestry programmes 
which favour plantation of eucalptus and commercial species rather than 
trees-- neem, banyan, etc,-- considered useful by local people. Also see Bina 
Agarwal, "Neither Sustenance Nor Sustainability: Agricultural Strategies, 
Ecological Degradation and Indian Women in Poverty," Bina Agarwal (ed}. Struc
tures of' Patriarchy: State~ C011WUI1ity~ and Household in Hodernisi.ng Asia, 
London: Zed Books, 1988, 

.. -.. ..., 
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principl0 that makes them act for the regeneration of productivi-

ty and fertility, and act against the destruction of nature. The 

latter is considered to be male activity. 

It also ignores both nature's and women's work of sustaining 

life. Their reproductive capabilities are also violated--- nature 

is not given time to recuperate itself and taken to be the source 

of unlimited resources. Women's reproductive capacities are 

violated by State policies of population control by techniques 

which harms their general health; it is further compounded by the 

threat of rape and the control of their sexuality by dominant 

male ideology. The age of Enlightenment was therefore based on a 

patr-ic;rchal ideology fur·t.her·ing the interests of a cer·tain se>: ~ 

and race of men. It rendered nature, women, the lf.::sser 

privileged, and the third world countries as dispensable. In 

fact, these 'developed' societies were based on the exploitation 

of the work of these marginalised peoples. Women 1 bore the brunt 

of the present paradigm of 'development' in all cultures and 

societies. 

Concern for the environment among the Third World scholars 

posed a challenge to the apolitical assumptions of global envi-

ronmentalism. It's vision of an alternate society included commu-

nity management of resources, people's participation in decision-

l.I am citing some quotations from research papers in favour of this argument. 
"Most forest policies and most foresters continue to overlook or ignore" ... the 
grave implications for the future of forest resources if women's needs and 
expertise is not given due importance, (Paula J. Williams, cited in Jacobson, 
op. cit.); World bank consultant ravinder concludes "the importance of other 
forest products to women and the very active role that women play in forest 
resource management have been largely unrecognised and unspecified" 



making at all levels~ sensitivity to indigenous knowledge and 

t.ec hno 1 ogy ~ and access to information to enable empowerment of 

the people. In the following section, I have delineated the 

various implications of the pattern of development on the margi-

nalised populations and women~ in particular. 

H THIRD j,.JDRLD CRITIQUE 

I have divided this section into 2 parts-- the first deals 

with the marginalised sections of the population, the tfibals in 

this case; the second deals \1-d.th vmmen; both are studied in the 

background of the adverse effects of the depleting natural re-

sources or the indiscriminate exploitation of nature. 

a) The tribals and the loss of indigenous knowledge systems; 

b) Women and the development process-- alienation and great-

er hardships; 

In this section, I shall deal with the loss cf the indige-

nous knowledge systems of the tribals as a result of the process 

of development and modernisation that have rendered previous 

bases of knowledge useless. 

"Economic and industri.::-11 development of r::\ country involves 

large scale deployment of resources. The greater the urge of 

development, the wider the lag to cMtch up with, the faster the 

pace of development, especially in the third warld ... The process 

of resource mobilisation entails heavy sacrifices in the interest 

of the nation at large", states l"iahapatra (1992: .t:3.t). It has 

been noticed that the natural resource rich areas have been those 

regions that have been untouched by development processes previ-

.::o 
~· J 



o;_tsly-···· r..1nd these happen to bE· :lnh<..'\bited by indigenous tribal 

populations. 

"One factor that comes out. of all the studies em the tl~ibals 

is their very close link with the forest. Their relationship has 

often been called symbiotic, i.e. the two depend on each other as 

the mother and the foetus do,'' (Deeny and Fernandes 1992! 49). A 

set of religious myths and social customs were built around the 

forest which ensured forest conservation 1 • This was compounded by 
.., 

restrictive practicesk. However, the onslaughts of 'development' 

have caused heavy defor·estation and loss of na tLll·a 1 n:?sources, 

displacing the tribals. Apart from deforestation, the building of 

multi-purpose dams have also led to destruction of the balance of 

In present times, most scholars have attempted to provide 

answers to this ecological havoc unleashed by the development 

process by trying to see as to how 'undeveloped' communities have 

survived in the past. This has been corroborated by research in 

the field of tribal studies. In the tribal set of religious myths 

l.See Verrier Elwin, Tribal Hyths of Orissa, Bombay: Oxford University Press, 
1954; also V. Elwin, The Religion of an Indian Tribe, London: Oxford Universi
ty Press, 1955a; Walter .Fernandes and Geeta Menon, Tribal Women and Forest 
Econ0111y: Deforestation~ Exploitation and Status Change, New Delhi: Indian 
Social Institute, 1987. 

2. 'Restrictive practices' towards preservation of the ecosystem involved 
protecting trees of very high economic significance-- sal, mahua, neem, pee
pul, and secondly, allowing conditional use of some trees for specific use 
under the supervision of the village elders-- mango. jack-fruit. tamarind. The 
third set of trees were for daily use-- sal leaves; the families were assigned 
a definite quota of firewood, ther.e was communal owrtership of grazing land 
etc. See Deeny and Fernandes, op. cit. 



in the Chhotanagpur region, for instance, there was a prohibition 

to cut trees of some protected areas called sarna, the al;hara, 

and the sasan. Religious significance were given to these enclo-

sures to distinguish between what was considered as the sacred 

from the profane. Inevitably, these enclosures had trees like the 

sal, and the peepul-- trees which were used for food, shelter, 

fuelwood (twigs), and other purposes. 

Social customs were attached to these practices. For exam-

ple, the sarna was the place of worship; the akhara is the meet-

ing place of the ybuth where they choose their life-partners; and 

the sasan is also sacred because it is the burial ground in the 

midst of a forest. The ecosystem in all three of these is consid-

ered sacred. Another significant social practice of the tribals 

used to be the practice of shifting cultivation 1 . Although a 

quick glance of the practice tells us that jhum wastes large 

tr·acts of land, a thorough study will reveal that it was eco-

friendly, and allowed the land to regenerate used 

c:apacities2 • 

With deforestation, the medicinal herbs also disappeared. 

Modern medicines have taken over the traditional knoll~ 1 £~dge of 

1.P.efer to note 1 on page 4. 

2.See L.K. Ma.hapatra, "Development in Situ," Tribal Development in India: Hyth 
And Reality, New Delhi: Vikas Publishing House, 1994, pp. 76-117. 
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Studies have revealed that women have been the repositories 

ot knowledge regarding nature, natural resources, and herbs be-

cause of the role asaigned to them by the division of labour. The 

following sections reflect on this aspect as well as on that of 

the adverse effects of ecological degradation on women-- women, 

especially of the marginalised sections of society, form the last 

colony. 

M11'1EN AND DEVELOPMENT 

Women are the hardest hit by the interlinked crisis that 

begins with an emphasis on the expansion of globai/ national 

,::\gricultur-al production and trade, leading to a decline in the 

national food self-reliance. This situation is worsened by the 

lack of integrated policies towards farming, and 

water management as well as the shift of the common property 

resources to private ownership. This has important ecological and 

demographic implications2 • 

Develo~Hm;:nt inevitably implies "a movement away from sub-

sistence production in an extended kin context to modern indus-

trial production accompanied by a high degree of division between 

l.A.N .T. Joseph, "Ethnozoology of Reptiles in Relation to Health Care Among 
Tribals in Madhya Pradesh,'' in Walter Fernandes (eel). National Development and 
Tribal Deprivation, 1982, New Delhi: Indian Social Institute, pp. 76-88; Deeny 
and Fernandes. op. cit. Both have studied in great detail the various tradi
tional uses of herbal plants. and other animals. 

2.Hefer to Claire Slatter end Sally Murray, "Development. Crisis and Alterna
tive Visions: Third World Women's Perspectives," DAWN~ 1885, pp. 11-13. 
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( l<r ishnan:d 

:\.992: WS-7). The argument~ however~ is that contrary to western 

<':.'ISS\.\mpt .ions, df:::vel<:lpment: i~:. l'lOt "'" 1 :i.nt;?ar proc:£.::-·;~s of 

from the former to the latter. For example~ in the Indian con-

key institutions of the pre-capitalist mode of prodL\ction 

like caste and family-kinship units, became articulated into the 

r1ew system. As such specific consequences for women ensue. toth 

caste and fc;:..mily-·k.inship units have ser"Vf::H:I traditionally as 

instruments of subordination of women within the family and the 

t:c:onomy (ibid) . 

It is widely acknawl~dged that the development processes 

have neglected both environmental issues and women. Poor, n.tral, 

and tribal women in India, ~ncj elsewhere, have a predomjnant role 

in activities relating to natural resources. And therefore, 

depletion of these resourcas have a disproportionate aff~ct on 

their lives. Presently, we shall look into the first, the aliena-

tion of women from their traditional (eco-friendly) and 

<:.>t.~condly, we sh<::d 1 study the;: €?·ffe<:t.s:. l".)f develc:Jpment on \<'lOmen and 

their activities. 

Alienation occurs when traditional roles of women give way 

to technological inventions. In sub-Saharan Africa, e.g., women 

cultivate as many as 120 different plants in the spaces alongside 

men's cash crops. And in the Andean regions of Bolivia, Columbia, 

and Peru~ women develop and nl8intain the seedbanks on which food 

production depends. In full consonance with nature conservation, 

female subsistence producers in Africa and Asia obtain their fuel 

from branches and dead wood (supplemented by crop residies, dry 



leaves), rather than live trees. Surveys show that women 

taining the ecosystem1 . 

As 'dHve 1 opm£-?n t' 

opportunities because of increas~d pressure on land, and techno-

logical tr-ansdormaticsn .in agr·iculture that pn:.)mot£:?f:::. landl£:.~ssness. 

In Haryana, the agricultural work load of women increased after 

men took up jobs in cities. This work is in addition to domestic 

chon~s likf2 fetching ·fuel, foddr:?r" and v~at.er. A ~-~tudy C'".l,_f ::::. vil-

lages in the Kumaon region of uttar Pradesh, shows that women put 

in more time and energy in the fields apart from fetching fuel, 

fodder, and other forest-produce. Male migration is also high· 

~ere. During the peak agricultural season the women worked as 

long as 7 hours at cultivation and animal husbandry. The amount 

of energy expended as human labour for fuel and fodder collection 

av~raged 2.5 times the amount of human energy spent on food 

cultivation in these villages. Further with a receding forest 

cover~ the energy expended in direct agricultural activity =-c: 
~·-~ 

compared to that spent on collection of forest-produce will 

decrease each year as women will have to go further and further 

to ~ollect the latter (CSE 1985). 

In the Dominican Republic, the number of female-headed 

households has doubled to 21 per cent since 1981. 96 per cent of 

l.Refer to Jodi L. JacobsonJ "Gender Bias: Roadblock to Sustainable Develop
ment," /IIorldwatch Paper 11.9, September 1992. 
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desh, 25 per cent of landless rural families are headed by women, 

c::ompa1""ed to 1~::. p>?r- cent in ~:hu t.ot.;d population 1 • 

In San tha 1 f:·arganaE;, inhabited by poor· tribal s v1i th no job 

opportunities~ meagre food cultivation, some bamboo work, and 

animal husbandry, migration seems to be the way out from misery. 

As a result~ female-headed households are on an increase. Land 

ali~nation~ poverty and indebtedness have made these women resort 

to hc~adloi:~ding. The demand for fuel-wood is high. Wqmen walk 

between 2 to 10 kms to get fuelwood weighing some 20-25 kgs. In 

the summer, they often make 3 to 4 trips. This is in addition to 

the usual household chores. 

Conventional agricultural developments strategies have mar-

ginalized women farmers. JacobEan (1992) writes that four major 

own~?d and controlled by villagers-- and accessible to 

'develop·-· 

2 v1omen _ .... 

have shifted into the hands of the government agencies and pri-

vate landowners. Second, the distribution of resources on which 

cash crop agriculture is heavily dependent-- including land, 

fer· U 1 isers, and hybrid seeds-- has 

!.Examples cited from Jacobson~ op. cit. 

2.Refer to Jacobson~ op. cit.-- In Tt~iland~ in the predominatly matriarchal 
Thai society mar·.ried women inherited the land of their parents. Today, the 
government policies require all land to be in the name of the husband, thus 
shifting control of land from the woman to the man. In Zmnbia1 women are 
discriminated against the allocation of land despite the passage of the 1975 
law-- the Land Act suar£mteeing wpmen equal access to land. 



persistent gander bi~s. Third~ the mechanization of 

agriculture reduced or replaced the labour traditionally done by 

men~ but inc:reasf?d t.hat. done.~ by women w:i. thout. inc n:.::asinq their 

incom+?. And finally, the labour available to subsistence house-

holds in many countries has become increasingly scarce, largely 

as a result of the shift of male workers away from subsistence 

into cdsh crops and urban-based indu~r. t r· i€'~''"", " (ibid: 

24). 

For a clear picture of the sexual division of in 

n.tral households, I have 'taken the· help of tables 1 . Table ~5.1 re··· 

fleets the distance covered by women to collect forest-produce in 

Orissa and Chattisgarh. Table 3.2 reflects the time spent by 

women on household activities in different parts of India. Table 

3.3 shows women engaged in agriculture (1951-1981). It reflects 

t.ht~ incn:::a~:;e in the WCJ!'·I-:, bl.n··dt;;!r .. , of the vmmen in .;,,ddition to the 

usual household chores. Table 3.4 reflects the role of women in 

livestock management in the villages of Solan district. Table 3.5 

provides an overview of rural women's relation to the environment 

and related concerns. The reason of including the tables in this 

sect icn1 .; c· 
... -:> to focus on the point that time and energy spent on 

the above-mentioned work by women is not taken into consideratibn 

by officials when accounting the rate of work participation by 

women and man. It is solely because work is defined by the amount 

of cash remuner~tion it c~n beget. 'Development' has succeeded in 

inc~easing the work-lead of wom8n. 



The health e·ffec:t.s <::•f mc)re di.!stance to travt?l <=1S a result of 

defor est<~t.ic:m, nn women are II'Jon:::,E'. It is CC)fllpOI .. Inded by ;:~ cJener·•~l 

neglect of tha female child, for in~tance, in patriarchal so~ie

ty~ .and other social and cultural factors. Dr.N1rmala Murthy, 

111'1- Ahmedabad, writes~ "vJomen~ because:~ o·f their· respcmsibili"ties 

at home, and out o·f ignorance tend to neglect their illness until 

they become too sick to move around and attend their normal 

c: hares .•• Thus~ women do not attend the health clinic 

ought to~ and by the time they are sick enough to 

v1hen 

know 

they 

they 

should attend the clinic~ it is much more difficult for them to 

do so" (CSE 19B5; 178). 

A study of the gffects of the 1984 gas leak in Bhopal re

flects that a large number of women have begun to have menstrual 

disorders. Of the 218 women checked, 90 per cent had e~cessive 

wh.i te disc har·ge ~ 79 P!i!l'" cent had in f 1 amma·tion of the mouth of the 

uterus, and 79 per cent had pelvic inflammatory disease (Venka-

teswaran 1992: 146-147). 

Other related cases have been recorded. For instance, it has 

been noticed that problems relating to reproduction have become 

c::ommon .in region v~here t..he Ind.i.::H·l F<an~ Earth Ltd. is 1ocat£-!d in 

Kt:r·a 1.::~. II The OVO:H" if:?S .::md t.e:~stes o::\n: .. high 1 y sensi t.i Y~'.? t.o damage by 

ciny form of ioni~:>.ing radiation, and ster·.i l.i. t.y is:, easi 1 y pr·oduced 

in either sex by a single exposure or by t~e cumulative effects 

of repeated small exposures ••• '' (Padmanabhan 1986 cited in Venka~ 

tc_,.~~w<:u~ an .t 992) . 

E.::\r 1 i.er, before large-scale deforestation occurred, 
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and men we~e conver~ant witl1 th8 medicinal herbs available in the 

'fol~f::~st.s. It was cheaper, and accessible to the whole community 

mc,no-c:ul tures 

of cash crops~ 'reservation' of forests, and industrialisation, 

with its needs for housing, roads and highways, forests have been 

disappearing. This affects the forest-dwellers most. And because 

of the subordinate position as well as the sexual 

labour as it exists and gets reinforced with modernisation 

against the interests of women, women are the worst-hit. 

Female work participation rates are also under-estimated, 

contends Bina Agarwal. This is due to cultural and status biases 

ag~inst the inclusion of domestic labour as 'work'. 

The much proclaimed benefits of the Green 

short-lived~ and (if at considered positive) were beneficial only 

to the rich farmers. It has led to an increase in the numbers of 

women as agricultural labourers as seen in table 3 which has 

increased women's double burden of field-work and domestic chore

s. The reasons cH·e population growth leading 'to fragmentaticsn ot 

land holdings; indebtedness leading to loss of land; and eviction 

of tenant farmers by landlords. 

Fur·ther ~ "wh:i le then: has been consider·r:.'lblt:~ irnpr·o· ... ·enH::mts in 

the technology handled by men, in the form of tractors, thl~esh-

ers, etc. there has been little improvement in the women's kitch-

en apparatus~ even in the economically well-off hc.JL\sel-,olds," 

remarks Bina Agarwal (quoted in CSE 1985: 185-186). Kelkar also 

points out that ''With the cultivation of cash crops eritirely for 
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requirement of grain at home. Economic principles are paramount 

when such decisions are made (by men).Women with no control over 

expenditure or marketing losH authority at home. This has been 

the natural consequence of displacement from the spheres of work 

.:M1d market" (ibid: 186) • 

The use of technology for these women seems to be many, e.g. 

<:~o 1 ar· cookers, smokeless chulhas, and fuelwood plantations. 

Har·dly any official pr·ogr.:;1mtnes decide on polic:i"~s initiating 

these processes. Instead soc:lal forestry has landed up planting 

commercial trees like teak, and/or· eucalyptus vJhich is not. o·f 

much use to the rural, .tribal women. 

Even if one goes ahead with this pattern of development, one 

finds that women have no say in the decision-making process, nor 

do they bene·f it. from thesE? sc heme?s. One vJc,r·tder·s \.'Jhether struc tur-

al adjustment programmes (SAP) and policies are gender-neutral 

(i.e. affectin<J vJomen and men eqLIC:Illy), or gender·-bl inc:! 

(i.ee.ignoring the impacts dn women and assuming thm to be the 

same as on men). For instance, in Sub-Saharan Africa women form a 

high proportion of farmers~ and yet, because of social 

cation and imbalances of power, they have been subject more to 

the pre&sures than to the potential benefits of SAPs (Gladwin 

1991). Suffering unequal access to yield-enhancing inputs and in 

many cases being responsibla primarily for the production of food 

crops, they have bean unable to respond to the new incentives c:l- c: 
-~ 

fully as men have. 
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It is noted (Fernandes anci Menon 1987) that in tribal ~reas, 

the shift from shifting cultiv~tion where women have played a 

maJor part, to terraced or settled cultivation has led to a 

gradual displacement of wome11 from their traditional (better) 

position in the community. Even in the matrilineal community of 

the Garos in Meghalaya, the development of orchards and . terraced 

cultivation has started the process of cutting down on women's 

activities. 

Women are also worse hit by mining practices in the forested 

and mineral rich tribal regions. If a single woman's land is 

taken away for mining purposes, under the provisions of law, she 

is not entitled to compensation--land, homestead, or a job. 

Secondly, even if some industries have provisions of equal work-

equal pay, maternity leave, rest shelters, creches etc., they 

prefer not to hire women. Out of sheer desperation, most women 

agr-ee not to avail of these fac1lities and work at lower rates. 

Women are sexually exploited. Most women are also gambled away by 

their husbands. In the Kedla colliery, a man gambled away his 

wite, and when she refused to go with the winner, he cut off her 

nose. The Laiyon colliery workers won a woman worker from the 

Jharkhand colliery and xarried her off (CSE 1985: 181). 

WOMEN RESIST 

The above-mentioned examples point out that it is the women, 

more than men, who bear the burden of the adverse effects of the 

present process 'development'. As a consequence of the burden 

felt in all aspects of life, wam~n resist. 
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Some 2G0 years ago, the women of Khejadali village in Jodh-

pur district, resisted the moves of the king to to cut the trees 

of the place required for the building of his new palace. Amrit-

devi, a woman, led the protest. The Bishnoi's hugged the trees 

and around 350 of them were killed. Impressed by their convic-

tion, the king ordered the stopping of tree-felling. 

'We want our forests, the fodder and our fields'--resolved-

the women of Khirakot village in Almora district when a Kanpur 

contractor obtained a lease for soapstone mining in the area. The 

women resorted to direct action and would take away the imple-

• men ts of the miners and would nc)t 1 et them dig. ·Either· "the mine~:; 

remain or us'. The contractor attempted to bribe them, filed a 

criminal case, and used violence also. However, the women were 

Finally, the District Magistrate cancelled the lease, 

and in 1982, the mines were shut down. The women of Khirakot 

settled down to correct the damage: they filled in the ditches, 

built a protective wall to prevent the debris ft•·om dE?s:.tr·oying 

·their fields and planted oak tr·ees in 'the panchayati forests. 

biggest achie,/ement wa'-"' wl·1en tsimi lar movement:~ enw.>rged in 

nearby areas, in Pithogarh and Jhiroli (CSE 1985: 178). 

In Bankura district, the women have come forward and orga-

nised themselves to restore their land rights, and rights to the 

forest produce, the loss of which had been forcing them to mi-

grate. Presently, the Nari Bikash Sangh (NBS) is engaged in land 

nursery raising, planting and rearing of trees. It 

generates employment as well. 
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In their answer to the forest official's quetion as to how 

would the women who are resisting the cutting of trees for com-

mercial purpose know the value of the forests~ the Chipko women 

l"·eplied: 

what do the forests bear? 

soil~ water and pure air. 
soil, water and pure air. 
sustain the earth and all she bears (Shiva 1988: 77). 

The women of Garhwal region have successfully resisted the fell-

ing of trees. Moreover, presently, they are more organised and 

are engaged in regeneration activities. 

Women have been actively resisting the new reproductive 

t.ec hno l oq ies 1 . The third world women continue to be used as 

guinea pigs for new methods of reproduction control. Depro Prov-
~, 

era£ which is banned in most industrial countries has been 

thrusted upon them. Ecofeminism calls for women's control over 

their reproductive rights. 

Th'E Tf.~S}( FOR ECO--FEN.lNISN 

Shiva (1988: 223), thereby contends that "the cr··.i.sis mind 

can offer no solutions''. A problem of survival which has emerged 

as a result of the concepts/ categories of the age of masculinist 

'Enlightenment' cannot be overcome from within these very same 

categories. One needs to re-define concepts and meanings. And it 

l.A dehiled stu~1 ~tf the ne• nproduttivt bcbD~thgies f~tr birth control and regulation frot an ecofuinist per~pedive i~ drJne 
ir. ftaria fties iRd VaRdasa Shiv•, fcofeainisa, He• Delhi~ Kali for Voaen, 1993, pp. 164-217. 

2. See Claire Slatter and Sally Murray, "Development, Crisis and Alternative 
Visions: Third World Women's PE::rspectives," DAWN, 1985, pp.l0-11. 
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jc a task of those declared incapable of thinking instr-::.:.~d of 

those who claimed to carry the light (ibid). Struggles of the 

mar~inalised sections of the population and those subjugated are 

suggesting alternate ways of structuring the world. Eco-feminism 

presents one such way. 

In essence~ eco-feminism voices against the patriarchal 

attitudes towards women and nature because it conceives of nature 

women as passive~ inert and worthless. More :i.mpor· t.<::~nt l y, 

patriarchy suppresses the "feminine" principle alongwith the 

feminine gender, in both men and women. In men, this suppression 

leads to an over representation of what is socially constructed 

'' ma~.c::u 1 in ic:::.t 11 .-=d: t:i. tudr:s leading to values of domination, 

viol €:?ncr:?, hic-?rar-c.hy, and competition. In women, it results in 

·U-,e.i.r· quiet. subjugc:'lt..i.on becc\US.t? thE'! "mascul :i.ne" v•::tlue~; are al-· 

ready dormant in them. This has been the case since Enlighten-

ment. However, women~ in some form or the other, still have the 

"f~::minine" pr·inc:i.ple inherent in th£2m ~<'~hich men consider it to be 

a weak, and lower value. Shiva calls for a recovery of the femi-

nine principle and this is the task of eco-feminism. 
TABLE 3.1: Distance Covered to Collect from Forests in Orissa and 
Chattisgarh: Twenty Years Ago and Present. 

S.No. Distance Covered (km) 

Collection of 

Pa~:;t F'r·esE:'fnt 

1. Flower·s 1 .7 {s. ~~ 1.8 3.8 
~, Leaves L6 /' 

....., 1 .7 3.9 . .:: .. ...:. 
·:r Fruits 1.7 ' r1 ,., 1 3 -~' . ..,; .. o ..... ·'- . 
4. SE~eds 1.7 t:.). 6 1.4 4.4 
c ,_1 u Fodder 1 . :::; 7.2 NA NA 
f.._, • B<~mboo 2.1 8.9 1. 3 ~t. ~~ 

7 . Fi r·e\.'~ood 1.6 t.) A 2 1.3 ~:;. 7 

1 ·~ 
• I 7.Q.l 1.6 4 • .1 

Source: Fernand~s and Menon, .1987. 



TABLE 3.2: Time Spent by Women on Household activities in differ
ent parts of India (hours/ days). 
-------------------------------------------------------------
FE:TCHING l1JATER 
Eas:ten1 UP 
Western UP (pregnant women) 
Kar·nataka. 

hour<:,/ day 
1 .• 0-- :::; • 9 
0.8- 3.0 
1.0- .1.4 

-------------------------------------------------------------
FUELWOOD GATHERING 
Himalayan 
~~arnataka 

4.0- 7.2 
0.4- 0.9 

--------------------------------------------------------------
FETCHING WATER & FUELWOOD GATHERING 
Gujarat-Rajasthan border 6.0- 9.1Zl 

--------------------------------------------------------------
GRAZING ANIMALS 
Western UP (pregnant women) 
Karnataka 

MAKING DUNG CAKES 
Western UP (pregnant women) 

Source: CSE 1985: 179. 

(2)- 3.0 
0. ~.-- 1.0 

(2)--· 0 • ;:, 

TABLE 3.3: Women Engaged in Agriculture, 1951-1981 

Cul tivator·s 
Year No.of workers 

(million) 

Agricultural labourers 
% of total female No.of workers 1: of total 

Fem. vJor·kers workers (million) 

19!:·1 18.4 4~:.. 42 12.7 3.1. 37 
1961 31.9 55 .. 32 14.2 24.6.1. 
1971 9.2 29.73 1~·.8 5(Z).99 
.1981 .15.2 3~5 .03 20.9~( 4~·- !:·7 

Source: Report of the Committee on the Status of Women in India 
and the Census of India, 198.1. Quoted from CSE 1985: 185. 

TABLE 3.4: Women's Role in Livestock Management in Vil~ages of 
Solan District, Himachal Pradesh. 

S.Na. Activity Gender Time Loce:1tion 

1. Clearing of s.:1nd F d.::li 1 y home 
'? 
.1...• Bathing the animal~; F dai.ly hom~:? 
M:"'' Feeding foddF'r· F d<d.l y horn£~ .. _ .... 
4. 1'1ilking 1"1/F daily home 
<: Grazing M/F daily i'ield ~· . 
6. Storage of milk F daily home 
7 . Taking animals in and out 

of i:he shed F daily hom<::: 
8. Gi.,.ting viater to the animals F daily fKHTit2 

9. Cr.~ n=:? of lactating an .i.ma 1 s r· .. dr:d.ly hnmE"~ 

10. Care esf sick an.im<:\ls F daily home 
11. Selling milk 1'1 daily homE' 
1.2. Mc:1king of co1-Jdung cakes F vJeek 1 y home 
LS. Stol~age cd C:Ol.-Jdung cake~::;, F vJef.?k l y homE? 

Source~ Guhathakurta & Sarin, (n.d.) in Venkateshwaran 1992: 29. 



iABLE 3.5: Overview of Nomen's Interface With the Environaent and Related Concerns 

Resourcei 
env. prob. 

Rural Context 

Corp lands 

Cotaon 
lands 

Fore-sts 

llater 

Wo&er.s Interfa~e 
with resource 

"est rural woaen invol·~ed 

in agricultural activities 
either as wage labour, un-
paid laboru or supervisors 
of agricultural activity. 

Predosinant role in feras 
of both nuaber of activities 
and tiae spent. 

Noaen usually perfora un-
skilled activities ental!-
ing greater drudgery. 

High dependence for fodder 
fuel and food. 

Gathering fuelwood & 
forest produce. 

Sale of firewood 

Production 

Kanagetent in Plantations 

Predoeinant role in shifting 
cultivation 

Principal collectors of 
driniing water. 

lflpact oi re1ource 
degrr;dahoniErw. Prob 
and policy changes 

Increase in woaen labours 
and decrease in woaen cul-
tivators. 

Reduced availability of 
crop waste and aniaal 
waste as fuel and fodder 
with the green revolution 
technology. 

Increased deaand for wage 
labour with irrigated 
agriculture. 

Erosion of rights and 
benefits with thange in 
ownership and ~anageaent. 

Decrease availability of 
fodder, fuel and food and 
increased wor~ pressure. 

Adv_erse iapact on livestock 
aaintenance. 

Decreased availability of 
products for doaestic con-
suaption and incoae gene-
ration 

Other issues 

Gender differeren-
tials in wage ear-
nings. 

Karginalised fort 
extension services 

Negligible access 
to land and credit 

Exploitation in 
teras of returns 
froa KFP collec-
tion 

Increased investaent in tiee Absence of pro-
and effort for collection of cessing techno-
products. logy, aarketing 
infrastructure 
to 1axiaise re-
turns on I'!FP 

Fall in tribal woaen's eco-
noaic role and status 

Increased workload and drud- Cosplete neg-
gery on account of dried up lect of woten's 



Reso\!rcei 
em•. pr ob. 

needs. 

WosEns Interface 
Mith resource 

Lieited visible role in 
water aanageaent for irri
gation. 

URBAN CONTEXT 
!}eteriorating 
urban 
erw i r onsen t 

URBAN/RURAL CONTEXT 

Pollution 

Source~ VenkatesMaran 1992 1 pp. 4-5. 

lL~act of rtsource 
degradationfEnv. Prob 
and polic-y changes 

polluted water sources. 
ting to -:ater 
quality ;md 

Higher exposure to slua 
environaent and therefore 
greater susceptibility to 
related problees. 

• ..... l. 
lo 

Other issues 

knodedge rela-

Woaen affected differently 
or disproportionately on 

account of the activities they 
perfora which increases their 
exposure to pollutants or due 
to their bilogical functions. 



CHAPTER 4: A CRITIQUE OF ECOFEMINISM 

The eco-feminist argument as well as Vandana Shiva~s theori-

sation of women's ecological struggles is not without problems 

and contradictions. It has led to a series of debates on its 

relevance in explaining localised struggles in the Indian context 

itself, for instance. 

Ecofeminism discourse tends to trace the connections between 

women and the environment either to female biology (i.e. the 

process of reproduction as life-giving), or to ideology (i.e~ the 

symbolic identification of women and nature), while neglecting 

·the material basis of the connection in gender divisions of 

labour, property, and the power of decision-making. It is also 

partial and incomplete because it ignores the role of men, of 

gender relations. It presents a partial and glorified picture of 

the past, and over-emphasises the blame on capitalism. The cate-

gorisation of women ~s friendly to a sustainable environment, and 

men as exploiters makes ecofeminism fall into the same trap of 

~stablishing hierarchy. I have divided the critiques into those 

·focussing on--

a) an almost exclusive ecofeminist concentration, i) on bj.ology; 

.ii) on ideology; 

b) neglect of, i) gender divisions of labour; ii) of property 

n:~ l at ions ; iii) of power relations; iv) of class relations and 

the caste factor; 

The biological link between women and nature is problematic 

within feminist thought itself. It is essentialising women's 

subordination in society as determined by biology. Women's strug-

gles against logging, mining, deforestation should be seen con-

textually. Such instances simply do not establish any fact of the 
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embodiment of the feminine principle and values of nurture/ care. 

"It is more likely to express gender divisions of l abou1~ and 

distribution of opportunity'' (Jackson 1993a: 400). 

Continuing in the same line of argument Jackson (ibid: 403-

404) points out that the Chipko movement should not be taken out 

of context. Women of this region were actively involved in the 

resistance of tree-felling not because of any biologically inher

ent feminine principle but bec~use their livelihood systems were 

being eroded. Furthermore~ a) hill women are culturally le~-s 

subjugated than women of caste- based society; b) following male-

out-migration in the region, women have taken to sub~::.ist.ence 

and c) provision of food is their chief responsibility in 

the family. 

In most cases, women work for the remuneration attached to 

any programme. For example, in an anti-desertification pr-c;j ect 

(Jackson 1993b~ 1948), the workers were paid in kind (food). It 

was found that mostly women came for this. The report attributes 

this phenomenon to women's special affinity to nature instead of 

noting the fact that it is poverty and the responsibility of food 

provision in the family that makes them work for food. "Environ·-

me11tal-friendly management practices by women can be explained in 

terms of rational short-term interest but are too often under-

stood with an implicit assumption that women are caring, 

ing and selfless beings committed to both future generations and 

thl"'2 environment for its own sake" ( .ibiti). 

Exclusive focus on the Chipko movement·also leads to the 

ignoing of many cases where ecological degradation has not led to 

women's protest movements. There i= also a need to recognise the 

L:.ict 1tK1men can be/ ar·e "agr;_.nts" c.·f env:i.n::mme!ntal degrr.:1dat.ion. Thr-:-



common ecofeminist assertion that women's relation to their· 

Pnvi.ronment ic b.:~Sf2d on the principle of "sustenance" vlhereas men 

e:-:ploit it for cash income can be challenged by t.-..=d-:. ing into 

sccount many case- studies. For instance, women in the peripheral 

villaqes of the Hadgarh Reserve Forest in Keonjhar district, 

collect fuelwood for self- consumption as well as for sale in the 

local market (Kumar and Mishra 1993: 10-11). 

The 'connection' between women and nature has been traced to 

their capacity of (re)production and nurturan~e. This understand-

.i.ng the fact 

that concepts ( of gender, culture, nature etc.) are socially and 

historically constructed. Moreover, these concepts vary across 

and within cultures and time-periods. For ins:.t.ance, Shiva's 

8Xamples of rural women are from northwest India on the basis of 

whlch she has attempted to generalise all third world women's 

~xperiences and actions .124 ) • Shiva 

reacts to the charge of adhering to essentialism--- '' ... yet the 

charge itself emanates from a paradigm that splits part from 

whole, fragments and divides, and either sees the part as subju-

the whole (reductionism) or the whole as subjugating the 

p8rts--- in other words essentialising both'' (Shiva 1993: 7). 

Domination of both nature and of women is located solely in 

ideology. The material base of such an i rJ eo 1 og i c. .:1 l dominance 

arising out of economic and political power has been neglected. 

It is <:<.bsent also in the fonnat.ion c,f this ideologit:i::d 

ot Pen--feminism. 

const1··uc t 

Fur·t.her, Shiva's (1988) emphasis on the feminine principle 

re(ates to the Hindu discourse alone (Agarwal 1992: 

thereby it glosses over the plurality of ideologies and interests 



irs the pre-colonial India (Jackson 1993: 401). Scholars (Rao 

1991), (DN 1990) have objected to this representation on grounds 

tt1at the Hindu religious and philosophical discourses reflected 

the views of rich, high-caste men. 

Eco-feminism offers no account of historical change. Shiva 

describes a past in which harmony with nature prevailed until the 

advances of colonialism ruptured it (Jackson 1993: 401). The role 

of men has been ignored in the description of this past. Patriar-

chy as a tool of exploitation has been traced to Renaissance and. 

the scientific revolution ignoring the development of class, 

caste~ and patriarchy itself in the Indian context. Ecofeminist 

discourse thus si1nplifies an important category of analysis. 

And with observations such as the fact that Indian civilisa-

tion has been built on the exploitation of hill peoples, destruc-

tion of sacred groves and their replacement by temples (Rae 

1991). The a~sumption that past societies were in harmony with 

nature false one. For instance, significant ecological 

elements underlie the decline of Rome such as the excessive 

exploitation of the Mediterranean forests and the remorseless 

extension of foodcrop agriculture (Seymour and Girardet 1990 in 

Mill, Held and McGrew 1992: 118-119). Further, burial customs in 

Crete between 1700-1400BC underwent changes. The huge wooden 

coffins were replaced by earthenware coffins which reflects the 

1ncreasing sl1ortage of trees on the island. The latter requires 

less wood to fire the earthern pdts whereas the coffins were made 

of large planks of wood (ibid: 154). 

The focus on the process of capitalist development as the 

chief exploiter of nature and of women ignores pre-existing 

social and economic inequalities. Patriarchy has been manifest in 



pre-colonial India as well. Modern-~estern-Industrial development 

has succeeded in only re-inforcing pre-existing gender 1 and other 

forms of socio-economic inequities. For example, the tribes of 

Oraons~ Mundas' and Santhals have social taboos like women cannot 

plough, nor can they thatch their rooftops. Different explana-

tions are given. One such explanation is that these activities 

signify the role of man as the final provider of food, and man as 

the protecter of the family. 

Women's experience of the environment is mediated by their 

livelihood systems. It is not a uniform experience. For example, 

the gender divisions of labour makes the hill women primarily 

'I 
responsible for fetching food, fuelwood, and waterk .. Another 

instance of women getting affected could be seen in the degrada-

tion of water quality. According to the gender divisions of 

labour in agriculture women are responsible for rice transplant-

ing in rice farming systems, and where fertiliser application is 

high, women suffer from skin diseases. In Sri Lanka, rice trans-

planting is done by gangs of migrant women labourers who suffer 

from this (Jayatilaka quoted in Jackson 1992: 10). 

Bradley (1991) argues that it is not advisable to read too 

rnuch into gender divisions o·f wm~k. In Kenya, vJ0111en · s task .is to 

provide for fuelwood but have minimal involvement in tree regen-

1. See Maithreyi Krishnaraj, "Women Craft Workers as Security for Family Sub
sistence," Economic 8I1d Political Weekly, 27(n.17, April 25), 1992, pp. WS-7-
WS-18. "When key institutions of the pre-cs.pitalist mode become articulated 
into the new system, specific consequences for women ensue. Two such key 
institutions in the case of India are caste and family-kinship units. Both 
caste and the family-kinship units have served traditionally as instruments of 
E.'Ubordination for women ... " which the cs.pitalist forces of production have 
only reinforced. 

2 . Refer to (to be published) Bina Agarwal, A Field of One 's Own, Cambridge: 
Carrbridge University Press, 1994, pp. 37. 



erative activities. Further, tree planting depends on the owner-

~;;hip o·f 1 and. 

In rur.:.d Botswana~ men spend 5.4 per cent of their· total 

time on crop husbandry whilst the corresponding figure for women 

is 8 per cent. And in Cameroon, in 1974, women spent 300 hours 

per year on food crops whereas men spent 50 hours (ibid: 11). 

Ho~Jever, these examples need not necessarily reflect that 

women l1ave a special relation to nature. These have to be seen in 

the context of other factors such as property relations or pover-

ty. 

An observation made by Jackson (1993a: 407) is that "\I'd. thin 

gender divisions of labour, including authority, one cannot 

assume that women's practices reflect their choices or prior·i--

tie~:.". Women and men tend to act according to their traditional 

sexual division of labour without questioning it. One has to take 

into account the complexi~ies of the division of 

arriving at any general conclusions. 

Gender divisions in the ownership of property vary with 

community/ customs/ social systems. It :i.s not.ed. that 

though women have a major role in food productin, they rarely own 

land. In patrilineal societies of Pakistan, I nd .i. .:~, r::;u b--Ea ha r- <.in 

Africa, and Latin America, women have access to land only through 

husbands or· sons. At least~ in the past, customary laws afforded 

women some security of land tenure~ (Agarwal 1991). 

For instance, in the 'ccmmon property' systems of Asia and 

Africa, access to resources was determined by gender. Women could 

however~ as members of the cornmunit·'/~ they 

usually had equal rights to use land in accordance with their 

S2 



families' needs. ''Under traditional systems operating in parts of 

southern Ghana, women had rights to land as members of a lineage; 

they applied to the male head of their lineage to obtain t~ 

acreage needed for food production, which was allocated according 

to the needs and size of a family,'' (Cleaver and Schreiber 1992, 

cited in Jacobson, 1992, pp. 25). 

Also, men more than women, use common property resources for 

construction timber, building activities, and children of both 

genders seem to be the major food collectors from CPRs in non

famine times. In famine times women do use the CPRs, and there is 

also a shift in other conjugal rights. On the basis of a compre-

hensive study on the gender divisions of labour in Zimbabwe 

(Iliffe 1990: 15 cited in Jackson 1993a: 408), one finds it 

difficult to contend that women have greater interest in CPR 

reproduction, especially in Zimbabwe. 

Property relations also determine women and ~en s relation 

to their environments. In (most) cases of patrilineal inheritance 

of land, the commitment of women to improve land or adopt conser-

vat ion practices will bri lesser than those of men who have land 

rights whereas the women do not have land rights. Under these 

circumstances, women's commitment to improve land, e.g., building 

co tour ridges, will be filtered through perceptions of security 

of tenure. Also, taking into account the slow returns of censer-

vation practices like tree planting one expects women to be 

inclined to do so (Jackson 1993a). 

less 

Women's right to land is secondary, and mostly, conditional 

upon marriage. They also have different belief systems related to 

land; for the Shona of Zimbabwe there exists a strong bond be-

tween individuals and their ancestral land. And since most women 

~ .. 



have little to do with the patrilineage and move on from the land 

c~.·f their-· bir-·th tu the land o·f the rH..tsband they "t~-muld seem t_o be 

bc ... th mater-ially .:\nd ide()logically alienated from the land" 

(Jackson 1993a: 4~7). 

Furtt-·,er, in circumstances where women rarely possess land 

rights, their ''lived experience of land relations characterised 

by mobility and insecurity may mean that women have differently 

constituted environmental knowledges (possibly a greater under-

standing of spatial variations and lesser understanding of tempo-

r-~- variations) _r-ather- than simply knovJing mc1re or less -t:hc.'ln men" 

(ibid: 410-411). 

Livestock ownership is also largely a man's property 1 . 

One of the shortcomings of the ecofeminist approach is that 
\ 
-~ 

it does not allow the analysis of changes in the relationship 

between women and their environments in either the long term or 

the short term. When common property fuel-wood becomes scarce, 

there may be an increase in on-farm woody biomass (Bradley 1991: 

27-4) ~ there may be an increase in firewood purchase or other 

technical changes like collecting wood by carts. A study of the 

'fuelwood crisis in southern Zimbabwe concludes that men in the 

past 30 years have increasingly being collecting fuelwood (ibid: 

408) • 

Apart from the gender divisions of labour and property 

relations, authority and power are important factors that medi-

.:"'Itt:.' women s relation with their- e1Tvironment. "There-! 2.r-·e p0111er· 

relations between women within households; a woman may be domi-

l.See Jackson 1992: 16. 



n<~ted by her husband's mother, or an elder wife in polygamous 

households, and carry a disproportionate burden of wood and water 

co llec t.ion as a young wife but come, with age, to make use of 

junior women too. Thus the division of labour may allocate wood 

collection to wives but if a wife can delegate the means by which 

she meets that responsibility then the incentive (increased time 

in collection) towards tree replanting may not be felt equally by 

,::\11 I<'Ji ves. Life cycle processes intervene in various ways to 

pattern both environmental knowledges and incentives to positive 

environmental management. 

Also land which women farm on their own account is obtained 

through allocation by a husband or male relative which indicates 

power relations' in favour of men. 

The distribution of environmental knowledges also affects 

and mens relation to the environment. The assumption that 

women have a profound knowledge of ecological processes fails to 

'who acquires what knowledge'. The assumption of 

knowers' of the ecological process is questioned. A study of the 

distribution of environmental knowledges found out that in Chivi 

Communal Area of Zimbabwe, women knew more than men about some 

crop var·ieties, and men knew more about local soil classification 

(Jackson 1993a: 406). 

Env i ronrm:?n te:i 1 relations also depend upon class-gender sys-

t.Pm. Lower- c l ac:-s. t i:'.1mi 1 ies dE~pended on naturc.'ll re,.:·,oun::es for a 

livelihood are worst hit by ecological degradation~ and therefore 

are the first to resist. A closer look at the gender division of 

labour will reveal that if men are directly associated with work 

i.n.i tir.xte 



women together have been involved in protests and road blocades 

~gainst logging (Jackson 1993b~ 1949). 

The influence of the caste factor in the Indian context has 

also been ignored by ecofeminists. The confluence of the factors 

of class~ caste and gender relations across regions gives a 

picture which cannot be generalised. 

Conceptually, I find a problem in Vandana Shiva's (1988) 

concept of the 'trans-gender' is problematic. Can 'gender' be 

transcended ir1 any discourse of feminism? Or should it be dealt 

with as it is, i.e., as a soci~l construct? Is the concept of the 

'feminine' principle meant to be a substitute for 'gender'? 

FURTHER QUERIES 

However, the eco-feminist discourse has opened up new areas 

of learning and research. Redefinitions of existing concepts i~ 

being attempted. It has forced open a debate on this issue of 

women s role in ecological struggles. In the rest of this sec-

tion, I have presented the various alternate ways of seeing 

women's ecological roles, and conceptualising them in turn. I 

believe, without an indepth study of these alternative ways of 

seeing women's role, ecofeminis1n remains incomplete. I have not 

been able to integrate these alternate ways into one coherent 

approach. However, I do not see this as a limitation of my thesis 

because what is important is to bring these scattered alterna-

tives together in one study-- which I have modestly attempted 

here. 

A. Caroline Moser (Schenk- Sa11dbergen 1991: WS-28) poses the 

concepts of 'women's interest' ~nd 'gender interest' (strategic 

and practical) and their use in understanding concrete problems. 

'Women's interests' implies a compatibility of interest based on 



biological simj.larities. 'Gender interest' does away with this 

false generalisation. Strategic gender interest is based upon the 

"an2l ys.i. s of vJomen • s subo1~d .inr.:~t i.on to mt.~n" (ibid) , vJhf.?rt'.\~!5 pr·.01c-

tical gender interest are based on women's concrete experiences 

in their engendered position within the sexual division of la-

bour-. In contrast to the former, the latter does not question 

prevailing forms of subordination of women. Following this, Moser 

puts forth a theoretical paradigm of gender planning. It is not 

enough to have a knowledge of concepts of development and women's 

studies but also have a theoretical insight into feminist anthro

pology/ development sociology to be able to operationalise a 

'women in development' policy (ibid: WS-27). 

One has to enquire as to why do women act in h.~rmony t.-Ji th 

natur-e. Is it not because of the demands of the family and the 

r-<?sponsibi l.i ty accorded to t-mmen by the soc ia 1 SOL? 

B. Further queries can be made into the whole concept of the 

feminine and its connection with divinity in different r-eligious 

Local modes of worship have to be taken into accCJl.tnt. 

These have to be analysed in their relation to patriarchy---

their relevance negates or positivates an understanding of patri-

ar·c hy. The concepts of pratriti and shakti have to be located 

conte>:tually. 

c. A socio- anthropological study of communities---

l.i festy le, culture, religion, economy which was based on mutual 

(inter)dependence with Nature (forests~ water and land). 

men also Eco-feminists? And to what extent women and men 

L>Jeren · t 

r-elated 

themselves with their environment in their daily lives? The 

contradictions in the SDL, and men's work seen as more important 

conventionally--- again. These issues could be e>:plored. The 



process has to be wor(ed out. 

D. Is Vandana Shiva making an argument for what is called the 

main contradiction' in Marxist terminology--- not between 

castes/ classes/ or sexes within peasant/ rural/ tribal communi-

ties but between the rural communities and the world capitalist 

system? Is this location of the main contradiction correct or 

not, asks Gail Omvedt (1990: 1223). More specifically, Omvedt 

(ibid) argues that Shiva's contention that rural women, not the 

proletariat, represent a kind of vanguard should be further 

studied. In fact, the numerous ~truggles of women against patri-

arc hal attitudes and male violence in their daily lives and 

striving for a better as well as sustainable living in harmony 

with nature reinforces such an argument. 

E. An alternate model of 'feminist environmentalism' has been 

conceived by Bina Agarwal. It argues to see women in their mate-

rial reality, and calls for a contextualisat~on of the various 

examples of women stuggling for environmental protection---

patriarchy had assigned women the task of food provision etc. 

under the SDL in the family which could be a reason for their 

struggle against ecological destruction. Women's participation in 

itself does not represent an explicit incorporation of a gender 

perspective, in either theory or practice, within any movement. 

Feminist environmentalism attempts to do re-search, in the 

Indian context, on the forms of environmental degradation, the 

process of statization, the process of privatization, the erosion 

of community resource management systems, and the relation be-

tween the choice of agricultur·al technology and erosion of local 

knowledge systems. More specifically, this approach attempts to 

take into account the relationship of the above-mentioned catego-



ries with the pre-existing gender division of labour, systemic 

gender differences in the disi:ribution of subsistence resources 

(food, health services etc.), and thirdly, on the unequal access 

of women and men to productive resources. 

In concrete terms, Agarwal (1992) suggests that this ap-

proach, in the field, will attempt to focus on the effects of 

ecological change (degradation) on women's time, income, nutri-

tion, health, the social support networks, and on women s indige-

nous knowledge. On the other hand, one must not forget to take 

into account men's experiences to have a complete picture. 

In theoretical terms, my proposition is that maybe a combi-

nation of the feminist environmentalist approach with that of the 

'modes of resource use· 1 concept forwarded by Gadgil and Guha. 

The concept of the 'modes of resource use' caM be integrated into 

'feminist environmentalism' concerns to present a viable alterna-

tive. 

F. It is also a call for a 'decolonisation of the mind'. It 

contrasts with the modern western 'way of seeing' with an 'alter-

native' way of seeing and comprehending the world in personal and 

l.See Gadgil and Guha (1992), "The concept of 'modes of resource use extends 
the realm of production to include flora, fauna, water and minerals. With 
respect to the relations of production, it investigates the forms of property, 
management and control~ and of allocation and distribution, which govern the 
utilisation of natural resources in different societies and historical peri
ods. And with respect to productive forces, it analyses the varying technolo
gies of resource exploitation, conversion and transportation that characterize 
different social orders ... There are two additional dimensions. First, it 
examines whether one can identify characteristic ideologies that govern dif
ferent modes. Secondly, it identifies the ecological impact of various modes, 
and assesses the consequences of these different modes for the pattern, dis
tribution and availability of natural resources ... ". Both identify four 
historical modes-- gathering; nomadic pastoralism; settled cultivation; and 
industry. The different categories of analysis are-- aspects of technological 
change, economy, social organisation, ideology, and the nature of ecological 
impact. 



al 'maps', and these maps are integral to any cultural system. 

The key d imens:\.ons:. o·f "these cu l tura 1 maps are th£~ theories o·f tr·,e 

self, of knowledge and of the universe. In the 'impersonal map·, 

it is possible to construct an 'individual' separable from the 

environn,ent--- ~:;,oci.,:\1, physicc:d ;;~nd intellectual. However·, in the 

·per-sonal map', there i!:', an identity between t!-·,e tvm. Moder-nity 

with its task of r·a timsa 1 ising "l-.h£:? vJOr l.d succeeded in c.1sserting a 

hierarchal relation between the two maps in which the impersonal 

map was deemed superior. 

Thus, the ecofeminis"t contributions towards an 'epistemological 

decentralisation' can be supplemented by studies such as Ba-

nuri's . 

.:-1 F?ev iE·/o'J of Ecofernini.sm 

In sum, the basic issue is not one of technology versus 

spirituality or nature versus culture. The fundamental .issue, 

claim Ecofeminists, is how we define nature, culture, technology 

and spirituality--which in turn hinges on whether we orient to a 

dominator or a partnership model of society. It is not science 

and technology, but the numbing of our innate human sensibilities 

that makes it possible for men to dominate, oppress, exploit and 

kill. What pass<~s for· "scient.if:i.c objectivity" .in a dominator 

society is the substitution of detached measuring for an inquiry 

designed to enhance and advance human evolution. 

Ecofeminism asserts that no doubt the story of human culture 

l.Tariq Bmmri, 1900, cited in a review article, "Dominating Knowled.ges and 
Subjugated Practices," by U. Kalpa,ga.m, Economic and Political lieekly, 27(n.20-
21, May 16-23). The edited book where the paper has been published is Dominat
ing Knowledge: Development~ Culture and Resistance, Frederique Apffel Marglin 
and Stephen A. Marglin, Oxford: Clarendon Press. 



i~-::.. to a lanJe e:d:>?nt th~= ~:,tory- n·f human technolot;pl. Tl-,e s-,tory i~; 

not only of the fashioning of material tools but also of the 

fashioning of our most important and unique non-material tools; 

the mental tools of language and imagery, of human made words, 

symbols, and pictures. Advanced technology are the extension of 

human functions, of our hands' and brains' capacity to alter our 

environment and, more importantly, ourselves. 

The eco-feminist position on science and tf2c hno 1 ogy is 

clearly not the repudiation of both. The answer is not in a 

're.turn to nature' or to shun technology. What is needed is a 

partnership model brought in by the ecofeminist perspective made 

possible by the concerns of ecology and those of women, of origi

nal populations. The t~in concerns of ecofeminism--- human liber

ation and our relationship to non human nature--- open the way to 

developing a set of ethics required for decision-making about 

technology (Technology signifies the tools that human beings use 

to interact with nature). 

Tr·,e ta.sJ; of Public Pol icy' is to recognisE~ the dual r-ole of 

women as victims of environment degradation and as active envi-

r-onmental ists (repositories of knowledge). It i~ necessary to 

take gender and ecological concerns together to challenge the 

deep entrenched (material and ideological) interests in existing 

structures and pattern of development. Grassroot organisations of 

the poor and of women is a necessary condition for this to hap

pen. 

CONCLUSION 

An oversimplifi~ation of womer1's link with nature, of wom-

en's role in ecological struggles, of women's place in the f::lDL 



ir1the ·family and in society a~ a whole must be avoided. Patriar-

chy is a complex phenomenon differing across and within cultures. 

The eco-feminist discourse has raised significant issues, no 

doubt, but it has to go a long way in establishing itself as a 

discipline within the broader parameters of Women's Studies. 
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